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Stabilitätsanalyse
des

High Performance Light Water Reactor

Kurzfassung
Im Rahmen des internationalen Forschungsprogramms zur Entwicklung innovativer Kern-
reaktoren, Generation IV, ist der High Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) einer
der viel versprechenden Kandidaten. Für diesen Leichtwasserreaktor ist ein überkritischer
Betriebsdruck vorgesehen. Der Einsatz von Technologien mit überkritischen Dampfzu-
ständen ist im konventionellen, kohleverfeuernden Kraftwerksbereich wohlbekannt und
führte zu hohen Wirkungsgraden (von bis zu 45 %).
In einem HPLWR-Brennelement wird das überkritische Fluid von 280 ◦C bis 500 ◦C
erhitzt. Diese Aufheizung hat eine starke Änderung der thermohydraulischen Eigenschaf-
ten und der Transporteigenschaften zur Folge. Insbesondere fällt die Kühlmitteldichte von
780 kg/m3 auf 90 kg/m3. Somit übersteigt die Dichteänderung diejenige, welche in Sie-
dewasserreaktoren (SWR) vorzufinden ist (ca. 750 kg/m3 bis ca. 198 kg/m3). Auf Grund
dieser Tatsache wird für den HPLWR das Aufkommen von Strömungsinstabilitäten in
Betracht gezogen. Durch Maßnahmen bei der Auslegung müssen Strömungsinstabilitäten
im späteren Betrieb vermieden werden.
In dieser Doktorarbeit wird eine Stabilitätsanalyse für den HPLWR vorgestellt. Sie ba-
siert auf analytischen Überlegungen und numerischen Ergebnissen, für die ein eigener
Computercode entwickelt wurde. Als Softwareplattform diente hierbei COMSOL, was
eine stationäre, zeitabhängige und Eigenwertanalyse ermöglicht. Der HPLWR zeichnet
sich durch ein innovatives Aufheizschema des Kühlmittels aus. Zunächst werden die be-
züglich relevanter Strömungsinstabilitäten kritischen Komponenten des Aufheizschemas
ermittelt. Die Brennelemente werden numerisch mit einem Satz eindimensionaler gekop-
pelter Erhaltungsgleichungen wiedergegeben. Diese Methode wird bereits erfolgreich für
die Stabilitätsanalyse an SWR eingesetzt.
Eine stationäre Parameterstudie des thermohydraulischen Systems ergibt, dass das Auf-
kommen von Ledinegginstabilitäten, Massenstromfehlverteilungen und Dichtewellenos-
zillationen unter HPLWR-Bedingungen ausgeschlossen werden kann. Des Weiteren wer-
den drei Arten von Dichtewellenoszillationen (DWO) untersucht: die Einkanal-DWO, die
nuklear gekoppelt gegenphasige DWO und die nuklear gekoppelte DWO in Phase. Hier-
bei wird eine lineare Stabilitätsanalyse im Frequenzraum vorgenommen. Die Ergebnisse
werden in Stabilitätskarten wiedergegeben, in denen linear stabile und linear instabile
Betriebszustände unterschieden werden. Diese Stabilitätskarten werden von neuen Kenn-
zahlen für überkritische Fluide aufgespannt, welche sich für unterkritische Drücke auf
die bekannten Kennzahlen für Zweiphasenströmungen reduzieren lassen. Die Effekte von
Auslegungs- und Betriebsparameter auf die Stabilitätsgrenze werden in einer Sensitivi-
tätsstudie aufgezeigt und diskutiert. In einer zeitabhängigen Analyse werden nichtlineare
Phänomene untersucht und ein Verzweigungsdiagramm ermittelt. Im HPLWR werden
neun Brennelemente zu einer funktionalen Einheit - dem so genannten Brennelement-
bündel - zusammengefasst. Dies stellt aus strömungsmechanischer Sicht einen Verbund
von neun parallelen Kanälen dar, welche durch ein gemeinsames Zwischenplenum ge-



koppelt sind. In einer Mehrkanalanalyse wird aufgezeigt, dass eine Gemeinschaftsblende
am Eintritt des Zwischenplenums keinen stabilisierenden Effekt hat. Zur Untersuchung
nuklearer gekoppelter DWO-Moden wurde das thermohydraulische Modell um ein punkt-
kinetisches Neutronikmodell erweitert. Es wird aufgezeigt, dass die aus den Rechnungen
resultierenden Stabilitätsgrenzen der gekoppelten DWO-Moden näherungsweise mit der
Einkanal-DWO übereinstimmen.
Aus den zahlreichen Analysen ergeben sich neue Richtlinien bei der konstruktiven Aus-
legung des HPLWR. Hierbei werden, ähnlich dem Vorgehen bei SWR, Einlassblenden
für die Brennelemente des Verdampfers ausgelegt, wodurch ein sicherer Betrieb für den
HPLWR gewährleistet wird.



Abstract

In the Generation IV international advanced nuclear reactor development program, the
High Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) is one of the most promising can-
didates. Important features are its inherently high thermodynamic efficiency (of ap-
proximately 45 %) and the ability to use existing supercritical water technology which
previously has been developed and deployed for fossil fired power plants.
Within a HPLWR core, the fluid experiences a drastic change in thermal and transport
properties such as density, dynamic viscosity, specific heat and thermal conductivity, as
the supercritical water is heated from 280 ◦C to 500 ◦C. The density change substantially
exceeds that in a Boiling Water Reactor (i.e., HPLWR: density changes from 780 kg/m3

to 90 kg/m3; BWR: density changes from 750 kg/m3 to 198 kg/m3). Due to this density
change, the HPLWR can be - under certain operation parameters - susceptible to various
thermal-hydraulic flow instabilities, which have to be avoided.
In this thesis a stability analysis for the HPLWR is presented. This analysis is based
on analytical considerations and numerical results, which were obtained by a computer
code developed by the author. The heat-up stages of the HPLWR three-pass core are
identified in respect to the relevant flow instability phenomena. The modeling approach
successfully used for BWR stability analysis is extended to supercritical pressure oper-
ation conditions. In particular, a one-dimensional equation set representing the coolant
flow of HPLWR fuel assemblies has been implemented in a commercial software named
COMSOL to perform steady-state, time-dependent, and modal analyses.
An investigation of important static instabilities (i.e., Ledinegg instabilities, flow mal-
distribution) and Pressure Drop Oscillations (PDO) have been carried out and none were
found under operation conditions of the HPLWR. Three types of Density Wave Oscil-
lation (DWO) modes have been studied: the single channel DWO, the core-region-wide
out-of-phase DWO, and the in-phase DWO. As a first step, the linear stability charac-
teristics of a typical fuel assembly were computed by evaluating the eigenvalues of the
thermal-hydraulic model. The results of the analysis are presented in stability maps
to define stable and unstable operation points of the HPLWR. This stability maps are
expanded by new characteristic numbers which have been derived for fluids at supercrit-
ical pressure conditions. For subcritical pressures, these new non-dimensional numbers
are related to the well known non-dimensional groups of phase change systems. The
sensitivity on various design and operation parameters of the stability limits have been
investigated, and the results are summarized in a table. Non-linear phenomena were in-
vestigated in the time domain. Complicated mixed supercritical bifurcations were found
and the resulting limit cycles were evaluated.
In a HPLWR core, nine fuel assemblies form one functional unit: the fuel assembly clus-
ter. This special design feature can be seen as an array of nine coupled parallel flow
channels with a common intermediate inlet plenum. By extending the thermal-hydraulic
model, it has been shown that a common inlet orifice has almost no effect on the onset of
density wave oscillations. Furthermore, the thermal-hydraulic model was coupled with a
point-kinetic neutronic model via a heat transfer model. It was found out that the thresh-
old of instability is approximately at the same values of Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers
for all three types of DWO modes.
As a consequence of the various analyses, it has been shown, while no inlet orifices are
required for the fuel assemblies of the superheaters, the fuel assemblies of the evaporator



must have single inlet orifices at the entrance of each fuel assembly (in respect to avoid
DWOs). To design these inlet orifices, the stability criteria for BWRs have been extended
for the HPLWR.
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1 Introduction

Mankind is expected to increase from about six billion individuals today to ten billion
people in 2050 [52]. This fact results in big challenges for politicians and scientists not
only in respect to alimentation and habitation; the standard of living is directly corre-
lated with the consumption of power. This is shown quite plainly by a satellite picture
of the Korean peninsular at night (Figure 1.1) [68]. No other border of the world sep-
arating the rich and the poor can be seen that spectacularly from space. South Korea
is one of the four "Tigers". An example of a former emerging nation, which successfully
developed to a country with a high income per person, excellent health care, education,
and very broad distribution of advanced technology. In clear contrast, North Korea is a
third world country, where the population lives with disastrous health care, with dearths
and an approximately fifteen years minor expectancy of life compared to the the rich
brothers in the south. As Japan, South Korea appears brightly lightened at night. The
light of millions of bulbs illustrates the prosperity which comes with electricity.
In the next decades first world countries like the USA and the countries in the European

Union will still increase their consumption of electricity. Due to the fast industrializing
populous countries like India and China, the global increase will be even more drastic.
Remembering the humanistic tradition of our universities, it must be one of our goals to
provide at least the same life standard we enjoy today not only to western countries, but
the whole mankind.
Scientists find more and more evidence that the emission of anthropogenic CO2 is the
main reason for global warming, a scenario which is threatening not only countries with
low coast lines but maybe the whole mankind. CO2 is emitted by traffic and industry due
to the combustion of fossil fuels, but mainly for heating and electrical power production.
This way, mankind emits about 8 billion tons of CO2 into the atmosphere for electricity
every year. Currently, about 436 nuclear power reactors, most of them Pressurized Wa-
ter Reactors (PWRs) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), are in operation, generating
reliable electricity for more than 1 billion people without emitting CO2. This saves about
2.5 billion tons of CO2 per year [34].
The strong economic and safety performance of the deployed nuclear reactors, the growing
demand for energy, and the increasing awareness of the environmental benefits of clean
nuclear power form the foundation for a nuclear energy renaissance in the 21st century,
which can be seen in the extension of the operation period of existing plants up to 40 or
60 years. Furthermore, there are 29 nuclear power plants under construction worldwide
and more than 40 are planned. Most of the near-future nuclear reactors are referred to as
Generation III reactor types. Besides this development, nuclear experts around the world
research on more ambitions and innovative projects: the development of an entirely new
generation of nuclear power reactors, the Generation IV.
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Figure 1.1: Satellite image of the region around the Korean peninsula.

1.1 Supercritical Water Reactor
In 2001 the United States, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, South Korea, South Africa,
Japan, France, Canada, Brazil and Argentina founded the Generation IV International
Forum (GIF) [69]. This research foundation has the task to evaluate and prioritize next-
generation nuclear reactor technologies that have strong potential to be more economical,
allow safer operation, are more sustainable, and more proliferation resistant than exist-
ing technologies. The GIF established a road map to focus the research activities on
the six most promising reactor technologies: the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GFR); the
Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR); the Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR); the Very High
Temperature Reactor (VHTR); the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR); the Supercritical Water
Reactor (SCWR).
A light water reactor concept with supercritical pressure conditions is called SCWR. Wa-
ter at a pressure and temperature above its critical point (TC = 373.9 ◦C, pc = 22.06 MPa)
is called supercritical. The use of supercritical water as working fluid is well established
for Fossil Fired Power Plants (FFPP). For FFPP one can see the tendency to higher ther-
mal efficiency by increasing system pressure and steam temperature over the last decades
to enhance the net efficiency. Today, newly installed FFPP use live steam temperatures
and system pressures of up to 600 ◦C and 30 MPa with a net efficiency of around 46 %.
On the other hand, even the most advanced modern nuclear reactors like the European
Pressurized water Reactor (EPR) are deployed with a net efficiency of only 36-37 % [24].
In that sense the SCWR is a logical evolutional step of nuclear reactor technologies. Since
the water does not undergo a phase change, a SCWR operates at a high temperature
level without exhibiting the "Departure of Nuclear Boiling (DNB) problem", which limits
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Figure 1.2: Simplified plant scheme of a SCWR. On the left hand side there is the Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV). In a once-through cycle the fluid at supercritical pressure conditions
flows from the reactor core through the turbine, and the condenser to the feed water pump,
and back into the RPV.

the Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) in their exit temperature level. Furthermore, steam
water separation and recirculations pumps are not necessary which contributes to consid-
erable plant simplifications and compact design. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic layout of
a SCWR plant. Light water at a system pressure of 25 MPa is pumped with an average
temperature of 280 ◦C into the reactor pressure vessel. It flows through the reactor core,
where it undergoes an average heat up to 500 ◦C [61]. The hot steam is guided directly
to the turbine (direct cycle or once-through cycle), where no steam-water seperation is
needed [8]. The turbine drives a generator which provides electrical power. Behind the
turbine the working fluid subsequently flows through the condenser and finally back to
the feed water pump.
Note that, besides the pressure vessel concept (like SCWR) shown in Figure 1.2, pressure
tube (see: Figure 1.3 [73]) reactor concepts are projected. The Generation IV CANDU
Super Critical Water Reactor has multiple pressure tubes, rather than a single pressure
vessel [67]. Inside the pressure tubes, the fuel elements are located. A CANDU-like reac-
tor is designed to use natural uranium as its fuel, since the pressure tubes are surrounded
by a large volume of cool heavy-water moderator within the core.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of the pressurized heavy water cooled version of a CANDU
(CANada Deuterium-Uranium) nuclear reactor [73]. Labels: (1) nuclear fuel rod, (2) calandria,
(3) control rods, (4) pressurizer, (5) steam generator, (6) light water condensate pump (sec-
ondary cooling loop), (7) heavy water pump (primary cooling loop), (8) nuclear fuel loading
machine, (9) heavy water (moderator), (10) pressure tubes, (11) steam, (10) water conden-
sate,(13) reactor containment building.

1.2 Water at Supercritical Pressure Conditions

The equilibrium state of a substance plotted on a pressure-temperature graph is called a
phase diagram. Figure 1.4 schematically shows the phase diagram of water. The green
line in the diagram is the melting line - it separates ice from liquid water - and the blue
line is the boiling line, which separates the vapor phase and the liquid phase. The red line
is the so-called sublimation line, along which ice transforms directly to the gaseous state,
without the intermediate step of liquid water. All three lines meet at a unique point,
which is called the triple point. At this temperature and pressure, all three forms of
water can coexist. The second remarkable point is the thermodynamic critical point at the
upper end of the boiling line. For water it is found at the critical pressure pc = 22.06 MPa
and critical temperature TC = 373.9 ◦C. The thermodynamic critical point is unique for
every substance. A fluid at a temperature or pressure above its thermodynamics critical
point is called supercritical fluid (yellow region). At the critical point, the densities
of the subcooled liquid and the saturated vapor become identical, resulting in a single
phase supercritical fluid. Hence, there is no phase change for supercritical fluids. This
fact can be heuristically explained on a microscopic scale. If steam is exposed to rising
pressure, the distance between the water molecules gradually decreases. As the critical
point is reached, the distance between the molecules of the gas phase equals the distance
of molecules of the liquid phase. Hence, no difference in phases (or phase-change) can be
observed. However, large variations in the physical properties are an inherent nature of
supercritical fluids. The most striking variation is observed for the specific heat capacity
(Figure 1.5) (data: IAWPS-IF97 [72]). Its maximum value for various pressures defines
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Figure 1.4: Scheme of the phase diagram for H2O. The melting line is given in green. The red
line is the sublimation line. The thermodynamic critical point is the upper end of the boiling
line (at pc = 22.06 MPa, TC = 373.9 ◦C).

the pseudo-critical line. For the system pressure of the HPLWR we have a pseudo-critical
temperature of TPC = 385 ◦C. Fluid properties around the pseudo-critical temperature
have a highly non-linear temperature dependency, which have to be taken into account
for thermal-hydraulic analysis of industrial supercritical pressure systems.

Denotation
Note that the terms "subcritical" and "supercritical" are common in different scientific
fields which come together in the context of this thesis. On one hand, the terms are
used in the thermodynamic sense indicating fluid state: e.g. water at supercritical pres-
sure conditions (Section 1.2) and - in the same context - water at subcritical pressure
conditions (two-phase flow). On the other hand, in nonlinear dynamics, chaos, and bi-
furcation theory the terms "subcritical" and "supercritical" denote the regions below and
above a critical parameter: e.g. subcritical and supercritical bifurcation branches (see
Chapter 7). Furthermore, "subcritical" and "supercritical" is commonly in the field of
nuclear physics. Here the smallest amount of fissile material needed to sustained a chain
reaction is called critical mass. In that context a subcritical mass is a mass that does not
have the ability to sustain a chain reaction. A supercritical mass is characterized by an
increasing rate of fission. Also a nuclear reactor may have a subcritical or supercritical
core (see Chapter 9).
For the sake of completeness it is noted that for the system pressure of a HPLWR
(25 MPa) in strict thermodynamic sense the term supercritical water is only applicable
for temperatures higher than TC = 373.9 ◦C. Within the community of nuclear designers
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Figure 1.5: Specific heat capacity vs. temperature near the pseudo-critical point for water at
25 MPa. The peak of the specific heat capacity indicates the pseudo-critical point at TPC =
385 ◦C.
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the term supercritical water is used for the whole temperature range of a HPLWR.

1.3 High Performance Light Water Reactor
In the fifth framework program of the European Commission, the investigation of a
SCWR concept is denoted High Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR). It is a
nuclear reactor of the upper performance class with a projected electrical power around
1000 MW. This value can even be increased in further design steps. The prominent advan-
tage of this reactor is its high thermal efficiency of approximately 45 % (for comparison:
33 % thermal efficiency for current deployed LWR). Bitterman et al. [7] compared the
HPLWR to state of the art LWR and pointed out its strong economic merits. In de-
tail, the HPLWR has projected low construction costs of around 1000 Euro per KWe
due to size reduction of buildings and size reduced components, since the hot steam is
directly fed to the high pressure turbine with enhanced steam enthalpy. The electricity
production costs are expected within 3 to 4 cents per kWh. Even though some efforts
were undertaken to investigate the possibility of a fast neutron spectrum, the majority of
research groups focus on a reactor core with a thermal neutron spectrum. The HPLWR
has a projected mass flow of 1160 kg/s [19].
For a deeper understanding of stability analysis for the HPLWR, which is the subject
of the present investigation, it is necessary to get familiar with the basic principles of
nuclear reactors and especially with the actual HPLWR design proposal [23].

Even though a nuclear reactor is often described as a "very complicated machine" in
the media available for average educated people, it still can be viewed as a simple boiler,
where its heating is provided by nuclear reaction rather than electric or fire heating in
conventional boilers. The boiler is called reactor core. In modern Light Water Reactors
the core is surrounded by a cylindrical object with a hemispherical shape on the top
and bottom, the so-called reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The RPV is made of common
vessel steel for pressurized water reactors. It forms one of various barriers preventing the
escape of radioactivity into the environment. Figure 1.6 shows two cuts through the reac-
tor pressure vessel (RPV) of the HPLWR. The RPV has a total height of 14.3 m and an
outer diameter of approximately 5 m. The left figure illustrates some core internals (for
a detailed and extended description see Fischer et al. ([20], [21], [22]). Marked with: (1)
one of four inlets (with backflow limiter) for the working fluid; (2) one of four hot pipes,
where the hot fluid is leaving the RPV to the turbines; (3) the upper mixing plenum; (4)
one of three fuel assembly clusters illustrated in the figure.

The HPLWR has 1404 fuel assemblies (FA) in the reactor core. Fuel assemblies, or
fuel elements, are the most important and characteristic components of a nuclear reac-
tor. FAs contain the nuclear fuel needed for the nuclear chain reaction inside the so-called
fuel rods. The HPLWR uses 235U which is the most common fissile nuclear fuel for power
reactors. In an early stage of SCWR investigation different FA geometries were proposed
(e.g., [10], [45]). In the HPLWR, an optimized fuel assembly is projected [32]. Figure 1.7
shows a cut through one of those fuel assemblies. The quadratic moderator box is situated
in the center. It has an edge length of 0.02688 m. Inside the moderator box the fluid is
flowing downwards. The nuclear fission takes place in the fuel material (yellow). The fuel
is surrounded by a small gap filled with noble gas and enclosed by a cladding preventing
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Figure 1.6: Cuts through the reactor pressure vessel of the HPLWR. On the left hand side: (1)
one of four inlets for the working fluid; (2) one of four hot pipes; (3) the upper mixing plenum;
(4) fuel assembly cluster; (5) lower mixing plenum. On the right hand side: scheme of the
coolant flow in the RPV.
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Figure 1.7: Cut through a fuel assembly of the HPLWR (left hand side). The quadratic mod-
erator box is situated in the center. The fluid is flowing downwards herein. Forty fuel rods (in
yellow) are located in two layers around the moderator box. Each fuel rod is surrounded by
cladding material. Between the fuel rods, the coolant flows through the so-called sub-channels.
Like in BWR the fuel assembly is surrounded by a fuel assembly box. Nine fuel assemblies form
one fuel assembly cluster (right hand side).

that fuel escapes into the coolant. The composite of fuel, gas gap and cladding material
is the fuel rod mentioned above. It has a total height of 4.71 m and an outer diameter of
8 mm. Fuel is not present within the total height of the fuel rod. The central part, where
fuel is present and nuclear reactions take place, is called active length. The HPLWR has
an active length of 4.2 m. Forty fuel rods are placed in two layers around the modera-
tor box. Between the fuel rods, the coolant flows in sixty so-called sub-channels. As in
BWR the fuel assembly is enclosed by a fuel assembly box which has an outer diameter
of 76 mm. The cross-section of the flow area of one fuel assembly is 1831 mm2. With
a total heated perimeter of 1.005 m, this results in a hydraulic diameter of 5.336 mm.
Each fuel assembly is surrounded by gaps, where water flows from top to bottom.

In a HPLWR core, nine fuel assemblies form one functional unit called fuel assembly
cluster of which 156 exist within the core. The clustering allows the application of existing
already-deployed control rod technologies, since the FA clusters have similar dimensions
as fuel assemblies in BWRs. For the guidance of the coolant a foot piece and a head
piece are situated on top and bottom of the fuel assembly cluster guiding the flow into a
common volume at the inlet and outlet of each cluster.
The right hand side of Figure 1.6 illustrates the flow path inside the RPV. Several inno-
vative ideas for the heat-up scheme of the working fluid are implemented in the design
due to the special exigencies of supercritical water. In Figure 1.8, the density change
of the fluid is plotted vs. the temperature range occurring inside the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV). During the heating from 280 ◦C up to 500 ◦C the density decreases from
approximately 780 kg/m3 to 90 kg/m3. This would result in an undermoderation of the
reactor core in the low density region of the coolant [17]. Additional cold water is needed
in the upper part of the core. Therefor, the total mass flow of 1160 kg/s coming from
the feed water pump with a temperature of 280 ◦C is split into two streams after the
entrance into the RPV (right hand side of Figure 1.6). 25 % of the water flow upwards to
the upper plenum. Further, the water streams downwards between the control rod guide
tubes and the upper RPV internals. Before entering the HPLWR core this water is split
again. 66.7 %, or in mass flow 183.3 kg/s, passes the core from top to the bottom as
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gap water between the fuel assemblies. The other 33.3 % (96.67 kg/s) of the total flow
become moderator water flowing downwards inside the moderator box. In comparison to
BWR, HPLWR has a counter courant flow of gap and moderator water. In a BWR the
moderator and gap water flows upwards through the core where it finally rejoins unified
with the coolant in the steam plenum. This reduces the average temperature - and the
thermal efficiency of the plant - of fluid at the exit of the RPV since the colder moderator
and gap water is mixed with the hot coolant.
The other 75 % (or 870 kg/s) of the fresh water at the entrance of the PPV flow down-
wards through the downcomer to the lower plenum. In the lower mixing zone (point 5
of Figure 1.6) the downcomer water is mixed with the hotter gap and moderator water,
resulting in an average fluid temperature of 310 ◦C [57].
Note that in a nuclear reactor core not all fuel assemblies operate with the projected
desired operating point. Deviations of parameters from their average values in the man-
ufacturing, construction and controlling of core lead to local deviations from the average
operational regime. It is essential to estimate the potential of such operational deviations
in order to be able to operate reactors safely, not exceeding allowable temperature limits.
A hot-channel factor analysis provides a quantitative estimate of the safety margin in the
thermal design [60]. In the case of the HPLWR it was found that a heat up of the coolant
from 280 ◦C to 500 ◦C in one single step would locally exceed the temperature limits of
the core internals (in detail: max. cladding temperature of 620 ◦C) [31]. Therefore,
in a HPLWR the coolant is heated in three stages. Between these three stages, there
are two intermediate mixing zones. At that way the coolant flow from fuel assemblies
with an enthalpy rise in respect to the operating point - the so-called hot spots - will
be homogenized in temperature. Hence, an intermediate mixing leads to a more uni-
form heating and avoids hot spots. Figure 1.9 shows a scheme of the the coolant flow
in the III-pass-core. In the center of the core, 52 fuel assembly clusters form the first
heat-up stage. Following the denotation of FFPP they are called evaporator. After gap,
moderator and downcomer water has been mixed, it flows upwards as coolant into the
evaporator with an average entrance temperature of 310 ◦C. It will be heated up to a
average temperature of 390 ◦C. The corresponding density change is 724 kg/m3 at the
entrance down to 215 kg/m3 at the exit of the evaporator. Next, the coolant will be
mixed in the upper mixing zone before it flows downwards through the second heat-up
stage, the so-called superheater I. The superheater I consists of 52 fuel assembly clusters
surrounding the center zone of the core. After the superheater I the coolant will have an
average temperature of 435 ◦C and a density of 121 kg/m3. Following the flow schema,
the coolant flows through a third mixing zone before it rises through the superheater
II into the steam plenum. The superheater II is composed of 52 fuel assembly clusters
arranged in an outer cycle around the superheater I. From the steam plenum the coolant
flows directly to the turbines with a projected average temperature of 500 ◦C and a corre-
sponding density of 90 kg/m3. The relevant geometry and design parameters of HPLWR
are listed in Table 11 in the appendix.
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Figure 1.8: Density of water at a pressure of 25 MPa for the temperature range of HPLWR
core (in particular: 280 ◦C - 500 ◦C). The density decreases from about 780 kg/m3 to about
90 kg/m3.

evaporatorsuper-
heaters

super-
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390°C
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Figure 1.9: Scheme of the the coolant flow in a HPLWR III-pass core. In the center the
evaporator; then, the so-called superheater I and superheater II. Between every heat-up stage
a mixing zone is situated.
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Table 1.1: Temperature range and density change of HPLWR heat-up components.
average FA hot FA
temperature density temperature density

evaporator 310 - 390 ◦C 724 - 215 kg/m3 310 - 576 ◦C 724-74 kg/m3

superheater I 390 - 432 ◦C 215 - 121 kg/m3 390 - 604 ◦C 215-70 kg/m3

superheater II 433 - 500 ◦C 120 - 90 kg/m3 433 - 616 ◦C 120-69 kg/m3

1.4 Similarities of Sub- and Supercritical Water

Boiling flow in water-cooled reactors is susceptible to various thermal-hydraulic instabil-
ities. These flow instabilities have to be avoided since they degrade reactor control and
performance, and they erode thermal margins, which in the worst case will lead to me-
chanical damage of the core structure. The knowledge of the stability threshold and the
design parameters for their avoidance is essential for secure operation of modern BWRs.
The main reason for the susceptibility to instabilities lies in the density change correlat-
ing with the phase change of boiling water. To illustrate this feature, in Figure 1.10 the
specific volume is plotted versus enthalpy for a two-phase system at a pressure of 7 MPa
representing typical operation conditions for a BWR. The specific volume, v, is defined
with the density, ρ, as:

v = 1
ρ
. (1.1)

Water has constant specific volume in the region of subcooled liquid. Rising the enthalpy
and passing the fluid state of saturated liquid (with specific volume of saturated liquid vf)
a linear slope in specific volume can be observed. In a HPLWR core the fluid experiences
a drastic change in density as the supercritical water is heated from 280 ◦C to 500 ◦C. The
density change substantially exceeds that in a BWR (i.e., HPLWR: density changes from
780 kg/m3 to 90 kg/m3; BWR: density changes from 750 kg/m3 to 198 kg/m3). Even
though water at supercritical pressure conditions is a single phase fluid, the physical
features of the specific volume plotted vs. enthalpy show remarkable similarities to the
conditions of two-phase systems (Figure 1.11). For the low enthalpy values of HPLWR a
region of low and nearly constant specific volume can be seen. Heating the water across its
pseudo-critical point, specific volume rises with a linear slope. The striking similarities
of water flow under subcritical and supercritical pressure conditions, the research of
flow instability phenomena is an important issue for the HPLWR project. The most
susceptible core components are those with the largest density change. The temperature
rise of the gap water and the moderator water is relatively small. The largest density
change occurs in the fuel assemblies of the evaporator. A stability analysis not only has
to take into account FA at their average operating point but also FA with enhanced exit
enthalpy as estimated by the hot channel factor analysis. In this work, a fuel assembly
at the operating point will be denoted as "average" (e.g. average FA evaporator). In
the same way, a fuel assembly with enhanced enthalpy will be referred to as "hot" (e.g.
hot FA evaporator). A list of the relevant temperature of the three heat-up stages of
HPLWR’s III-pass-core is given in Table 1.1.
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Figure 1.10: Plot of the specific volume vs. enthalpy for water at a pressure of 7 MPa.

Figure 1.11: Data of specific volume vs. enthalpy for water at supercritical pressure conditions
of 25 MPa. Comparison to Figure 1.10 shows remarkably similar behavior for subcritical and
supercritical water.
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1.5 Review of Flow Instabilities
It was shown above, that a flow channel at supercritical pressure heated above the pseudo-
critical point has many similarities in the fluid’s state behavior to boiling channels even
though it is only a single phase liquid. Many types of instabilities are known in two
phase flow systems, like steam generators, chemical-process reboilers, and boiling water
reactors. Instabilities occur in the presence of boiling and condensation processes, but
also in adiabatic flows. They can be associated to feedback mechanisms discussed below,
as well as with design features, process, flow regime and controlling. A detailed review of
all instability phenomena as well as control problems is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Instead, it concentrates on the understanding of thermal-hydraulic instability phenomena
in boiling flow which are also relevant for conditions found in a HPLWR.
In a nuclear reactor, flow instabilities are undesirable because they mean large-scale fluc-
tuations in flow that cause large-scale pressure fluctuations. They degrade system control
and performance and very often results in a departure from safe steady-state operation
in the heat transfer process, which in worst case can lead to mechanical damage of the
whole nuclear core. The knowledge of the stable and unstable operation conditions is a
must for reactor designers.
To classify the flow instabilities we follow the proposal of Bouré et al. [9]. A first dis-
tinction can be made between static and dynamic instabilities. The first type, static
instabilities, are flow phenomena whose mechanism can be explained by static/ steady-
state characteristics of the thermal-hydraulic system. In particular, the appearances of
these instabilities are predicted by the analysis of the steady-state pressure drop/ flow
rate characteristic of the channel and its external characteristic. Note that, the word
"static" does not describe the time-dependent behavior of the unstable system which is
still dynamic. For the second type, the dynamic instabilities, the inertia and feedback
mechanisms are essential for the process. The knowledge of the steady-state solution is
not sufficient to predict the threshold of instability. Thus, the stability boundaries of
dynamic instabilities are predicted on the basis of analysis of the time-dependent char-
acteristics of the system.
Bellow, flow excursion or Ledinegg Instabilities, flow maldistribution, and pressure drop
oscillations will be discussed briefly. All three instabilities are characterized by the neg-
ative resistance of the pressure drop versus flow rate relationship. In that context, resis-
tance means the pressure drop is decreasing with raising mass flux. Ledinegg instability
is induced by the interaction of a boiling flow channel with an external pump system.
Flow maldistribution can occur in an array of parallel channels coupled by common plena.
Pressure drop oscillations, can occur when a heated channel is connected to a pressure
holder.

1.5.1 Ledinegg Instability
Flow excursion or Ledinegg instability is a sudden change in flow rate to different higher
or lower value [42]. As the name implies, this phenomena has a non-periodic transient
behavior. We consider a single boiling channel with coolant supply from a pump. The
pressure drop / flow rate characteristic is shown schematically in Figure 1.12 [53]. The
left dashed curve represents the case where only steam is passing through the channel.
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Figure 1.12: The pressure drop over an water flow channel is plotted vs. the flow rate.

Similarly, at higher flow rate, the curve where the flow in the channel is all liquid is shown.
Under certain operation conditions, the pressure drop / flow rate characteristic of a boiling
channel can have an s-shape. The possible operation points of the system are given by
the intersection points of this s-shape with the external characteristic of the pump. Four
cases are illustrated: in case 1 the pump characteristic has only one intersection with
the internal characteristic (point 1). For case two, three values of flow rate are possible
(point 1, 2 and 3) for the same flow rate. Assuming the nominal operation at point 1, a
negative perturbation in flow rate can shift the system to new steady-state conditions at
point 2 where the flow rate is significantly lower. The operation at lower flow rate can
have an impact on the cooling ability of the system. Case 3 represents a realistic pressure
drop curve of a pump which still has a multivalued intersection behavior. By steepening
the characteristic of the pump, the appearance of Ledinegg instability can be excluded
(case 4). It is stated that, the appearance of Ledinegg instability can be predicted by the
analysis of steady-state characteristics.

1.5.2 Flow Maldistribution
Flow maldistribution is phenomenologically very closely connected to Ledinegg instability.
Assuming an array of two parallel boiling channels coupled by an inlet and an outlet
plenum, the channels have the internal characteristic of Figure 1.12. A constant total mass
flow rate, Gtot, is imposed at the inlet plenum, and the mass flow rate for each channel
is given by G1 and G2 (Gtot = G1 + G2). As the total pressure drop over the two plena
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is an external boundary condition for both channels, in some region of the pressure drop
/ flow rate curve, the system still allows multiple mass flux values. Flow maldistribution
is caused by the flow excursion or Ledinegg instability between two channels, where one
of the channels provides the external characteristic for the other channel. Thus, the
stability criterion for appearance of Ledinegg instability can be directly applied for flow
maldistribution. When the number of parallel channels is increased, the prediction of
the flow distribution can be very complicated. In a nuclear power plant, the number of
parallel channels is relatively high. Therefore, to avoid such phenomena, each channel
should have a negative resistance characteristic.

1.5.3 Pressure Drop Oscillation (PDO)
The pressure drop oscillation is a dynamic instability where a flow excursion initiates an
interaction between a flow channel and a pressure holder (Figure 1.13). It is a periodic
process at very low frequency (typically 0.1 Hz). A heated flow channel connected to
a compressible volume is assumed, where the inlet mass flux depends on the difference
of pressure between the flow channel and the compressible volume. The flow channel
should have a negative resistance characteristic like in Figure 1.14 [35]. Assuming that
the volume of the pressure holder is relatively large, a flow perturbation at the inlet of
the flow channel does not affect the liquid level in the pressure holder substantially. The
external characteristic in the pressure drop flow rate curve becomes almost horizontal.
It may intersects the curve at three mass flux values. The point of negative resistance
characteristics is unstable and flow excursion takes place. In Figure 1.14 six points are
marked. Assuming that the initial state is a pressure drop and mass flux located at
point A, a positive disturbance in flow rate can force the system toward point B. Point
B is in the positive resistance region. As the inlet flow rate is constant, mass flow is
injected from the compressible volume into the flow channel, which causes a decrease in
pressure level in the pressure holder so that the additional flow rate also decreases. After
a certain time the system has reached point C. A further decrease in flow rate results in
another flow excursion to point D. Now the decrease in flow rate of the heated channel
is compensated by an increase of the liquid volume in the pressure holder. With the
accumulation of mass, the pressure in the compressible volume is rising. So does the flow
rate which enters the boiling channel, moving the system toward point E. Again, flow
excursion takes place from point E to point F. This process now repeats periodically. An
experimental example of pressure drop oscillations is shown in Figure 1.14. The upper
figure is the mass flow rate, the lower figure the pressure drop versus time. The processes
E-F and C-D correspond to the flow excursion. The processes F-C and D-E are slow
transitions, corresponding to the case where the fluid states approximately follow the
steady-state curve. It is interesting to note that in the experimental example density
wave oscillation takes place as well.

1.5.4 Density Wave Oscillation (DWO)
Density Wave Oscillations are the most common type of encountered flow instability in
two-phase flow systems like BWR [54]. Their susceptibility for DWO increases especially
for low coolant mass flow and high power operation conditions. The physical mechanism
of DWOs is well understood and can be described in a rich number of equivalent ways.
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Figure 1.13: Scheme of a heated flow channel coupled with a compressible capacity and constant
feed water supply.

Figure 1.14: Scheme of pressure drop/ flow rate characteristic of a boiling channel with a
typical s-shape. Several operation points are indicated to illustrate the path of a pressure
drop oscillation (left hand side). The resulting experimental trace of a typical pressure drop
oscillation is shown (right hand side). The upper curve shows the mass flux vs. time. Large
amplitudes in mass flux can be seen (from E to F, and then to D). From D to E typical relaxation
oscillations are observed. This corresponds to the pressure trace in time (bottom of the plot).
The signal is oscillating with a rather low frequency.
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Various analogies for heated channels with water at subcritical pressure passing the boil-
ing boundary and water at supercritical pressure condition passing the pseudo-critical
point can be found. In particular, the density is changing from high density of cold fluid
to low density for hot fluid in both cases. For operation conditions foreseen in HPLWR,
the coolant mass flow is relatively small and the power level is high. Furthermore, the
coolant density change is even bigger for HPLWR than for BWR. The appearance of
DWOs is expected in HPLWR and must be avoided by appropriate design parameters.
Density Wave Oscillation (DWO), or enthalpy wave oscillation, is classified as a dynamic
instability. The phenomenon is an oscillatory system response of a heated flow channel
system due to a small fluctuation of a state variable at the channel inlet. DWO is a time-
delay feedback instability caused by the finite velocity of propagation of a fluid volume
traveling through the thermal-hydraulic system. Hence, the signals frequency is in the
range of 0.1 - 1 Hz for the dimensions of a nuclear reactor. To disentangle the various
didactic approaches for explaining the DWO mechanism, it is useful to remember that
for a boiling channel in steady-state conditions, a certain axial length exists where the
average fluid density in thermal equilibrium is exactly ρf (the density of saturated liquid).
This axial length can be referred to as the boiling boundary separating the low density
and the high density region of the flow channel. It is obvious that the various operational
parameters (e.g. channel length, hydraulic diameter, power distribution, pressure drop,
orifices, etc.) have significant impact on the position of the boiling boundary. For DWO
it was found that the ratio of pressure loss in the high density region - so-called in-phase
pressure loss - to the pressure loss in the low density region - so-called out-of-phase pres-
sure loss - is sensitively determining the onset of instability. The oscillatory behavior of
the boiling boundary is often referred to as the deeper reason of DWO. This explanation
is somehow misleading since on one hand DWO can be even observed in experiments
with adiabatic flow [40], and on the other hand the boiling boundary does not exist for
DWO at supercritical flow.
The DWO mechanism can be explained very clearly referring to Figure 1.16, which is
composed of three parts. In the bottom part of this diagram an oscillatory perturbation
in inlet flow entering a heated channel vs. time is plotted. An entering fluid volume
will travel with the fluid velocity through the channel. Since the inlet flow has sinu-
soidal behavior, the local pressure drop will also have a sinusoidal behavior. The local
pressure drop vs. time of the channel is illustrated for five axial lengths in the center
part of Figure 1.16. Since the fluid is heated, the maximum amplitude of the oscillation
increases with increasing axial lengths. The fluid propagates with finite speed through-
out the heated channel. Thus, the very first peak of the oscillation has a time delay
compared to higher axial positions. If the total pressure loss of the flow channel has to
be determined, the local pressure losses have to be integrated, resulting in a sinusoidal
signal (upper part of Figure 1.16). Now, if inlet flow and total pressure loss are just in
the particular phase conditions that an increase in inlet flow coincides with a decrease
of total pressure drop (conditions shown), the oscillation is self-sustained - a so-called
unstable operation point is achieved. The right hand side of Figure 1.15 schematically
shows the unstable response of a heated channel in terms of a state variable vs. time.
The channel is disturbed at the time t0 = 0. It can be seen that the channel deviates
from the steady-state by a sinusoidal and in maximum amplitude exponentially growing
signal. Furthermore, if a sensitive parameter (e.g. the heating) is reduced, the system
becomes stable and a small inlet perturbation is damped with sinus-like oscillations of
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exponentially decreasing maximum amplitude (e.g., left hand side of Figure 1.15). A flow
channel is just at the threshold of instability, the so-called neutral stability boundary, if
the deviation of steady-state are infinitesimatly small and the value of any state variable
behaves sinus-like in time but neither increases nor decreases in maximum amplitude.
DWOs of BWRs are devided into three types [51]. The first one is the single channel
DWO or parallel channel DWO. Its main feature is that only a single fuel assembly or
a small fraction of the total amount of fuel assemblies is oscillating while the other fuel
assemblies of the core remain at steady-state conditions (in detail Chapter 6). The sec-
ond type is the region wide or out-of-phase instability. As the name implies, in this type
of instability half of the core exhibits a 180◦ (out-of-phase) phase shift compared to the
other half [38]. The last type of instability is the core-wide in-phase instability. Here the
flow and the power in all fuel assemblies oscillate in-phase. The last two types are also
referred to as reactivity instabilities since they are found if a neutronic feed-back exists
(both types will be discussed in Chapter 9).

1.5.5 Acoustic Instability
The appearance of acoustic instabilities in a HPLWR is not analyzed in this work and
must be clearly distinguished from DWO. Acoustic oscillations are pressure waves travel-
ling at the speed of sound. They oscillate at relatively high frequency of 10 - 100 Hz for
boiling channels at high subcooled conditions (Bergels et al. [6]), up to audible frequency
oscillations of 1000 - 10000 Hz at supercritical pressure conditions (Bishop et al. 1964).
The period is related to the time required for a pressure wave to travel through the flow
channel. A rough estimation for the frequency of acoustic waves can be made employing
the speed of sound for water at 25 MPa computed from the water steam table for the
given temperature range of HPLWR and the given fuel assembly length. For HPLWR the
acoustic instability should be in the frequency range around 150 - 300 Hz. In summary
it can be stated that both phenomena, density wave oscillation and acoustic oscillation,
involve the propagation of a disturbance through the thermal-hydraulic system. In a flow
channel a disturbance can be transported by two kinds of waves: pressure or acoustics
waves. In a real system both kinds of waves exist and interact. Their velocities differ
by one or two orders of magnitude. Thus, the two kinds of dynamic instabilities can be
distinguished by their frequencies.

1.6 Literature Review on Supercritical Pressure
Stability Analysis

For boiling channels flow instabilities have been a research objective since decades re-
sulting in a rich amount of publications which provide a good insight into the basic phe-
nomena and modeling techniques. However, the literature on stability analyses of flow at
supercritical pressure is rather limited. Nevertheless, since there are strong analogies for
stability phenomenas in both subcritical and supercritical systems, the following brief lit-
erature review provides first a list of works with general views on two-phase-flow stability
research and second gives an overview of recent supercritical pressure stability analyses.
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Table 1.2: Classification of flow instabilities in boiling channel
Category Pattern Mechanism Characteristics
Negative Flow excursion Negative damping Transitional
resistance or in
instability Ledinegg instability first order system

Flow maldistribution Appears in parallel
channel system

Pressure drop Dynamic interaction Relaxation oscillation
oscillation between flow with large and

excursion and long period
compressible capacity

Time-delayed Density wave Propagation delay Oscillation period
feedback oscillation of enthalpy wave comparable with

instability residence time of
fluid in channel

Boure et al. [9] reviewed two-phase flow instabilities in 1973. The various types of in-
stabilities are classified. The methods used in the field of stability analysis are discussed
in terms of their applicability and accuracy.
One of the comprehensive books on thermal-hydraulics of boiling water nuclear reactors
was edited by Lahey and Moody [53]. It provides a summary of the analysis methods for
static and dynamic instability phenomena. Furthermore, Lahey published a lecture on
modern development in multiphase flow and heat transfer, which gives a detailed view of
engineering applications of fractal and chaos theory [40].
March-Leuba et al. [38] released a state of the art review on coupled thermal-hydraulic/
neutronic instabilities in boiling water nuclear reactors in 1993. In the paper, different
types of observed density wave oscillations are discussed with respect to their sensitivity
to various physical parameters. Furthermore, customary computer codes are reviewed.
Numerical simulations of instability events are presented which occurred in the nuclear
power plant of Confrentes (Spain).
Yadigaroglu provided a lecture of two-phase flow instabilities [75]. The topics presented
are: instabilities of gas-liquid interfaces, instability mechanisms in two-phase flow and
the stability of boiling water reactors. The second part covers the phenomena of Ledinegg
instability, flow maldistribution, pressure drop oscillations and density wave oscillations.
Non-linear effects like limit cycle, bifurcation and chaotic behavior of DWO are discussed.
In the book Steam Power Engineering by Ishigai, Mamuro Ozawa provides an overview
on flow instability problems in steam-generating tubes [35]. This overview includes both,
static and dynamic instability types. For almost all presented phenomena, experimental
data are shown and compared to theoretical models.

One of the earliest works on stability analysis of thermal-hydraulic systems at super-
critical pressure conditions was done by Zuber in 1966 [82]. In complete analogy to the
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modeling approach for a boiling channel, Zuber assumed an approximated state equation
with two regions. In terms of specific volume vs. enthalpy, the first region had constant
specific volume. The second region had a linear slope in the specific volume. With the
foundation of the GEN-IV international forum the interest in supercritical water stability
research increased.
Suhwan et al. did a coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic stability analysis in the fre-
quency domain for the American design concept of the supercritical pressure light-water
cooled reactor (SCWR) using the point-kinetic model in 2001 [62]. Linear stability of two
reactor options where investigated: the thermal neutron spectrum option and the fast
neutron spectrum option. The stability of the nominal operation point was analyzed by
evaluating the decay ratio. It was shown that the US design satisfies the stability criteria
with a reasonable orifice loss coefficient (6.8) at the nominal operation point. Further-
more, the thermal-stability sensitively depends on the mass flow rate and the coupled
thermal-nuclear stability sensitively depends to the coolant density coefficient.
Yi et al. analyzed the stability boundary of a high-temperature supercritical-pressure
light water reactor (SCWR-H) in 2003 [64]. A one-dimensional single channel and single
phase model was coupled to a point-kinetic approximation. The effect of the moderator
box was taken into account. The decay ratio was calculated applying the frequency do-
main method. The Japanese design of SCWR-H was considered to be stable. In a further
paper results on thermal and stability considerations during sliding pressure startup were
published [63]. A similar approach for the US-design was made by Yang et al. in 2003
[76] and 2005 [77]. It was found that a core-wide in-phase oscillation decays quickly at
operation conditions. The decay ratio of the hot channel for a coupled thermal-hydraulic/
nuclear stability calculations was below the stability margins imposed for BWR.
Zhao et al. analyzed the onset of single channel stability for the U.S. reference design in
2004 [79], [78] and 2005 [80]. The supercritical flow has been simulated using an approx-
imated state equation, in detail, a three region model. This model consists of a region
with "heavy fluid" with constant density, a region of "heavy-light fluid" mixture and fi-
nally a light fluid region described as an ideal gas. Stability maps were constructed in
terms of new non-dimensional groups. Unfortunately, these were derived from the used
approximated state equation. Furthermore, U.S. design SCWR stability during sliding
pressure start up was analyzed. In a later work Zhao’s three-region model was coupled
with a point-kinetic neutronic approximation [81]. The resulting data for a core-wide
out-of-phase oscillation were compared to typical BWR data. It was found that the out-
of-phase oscillation of SCWR was dominated by the thermal-hydraulic model.
Chatergoorgoon did an analytic study of supercritical flow stability in two parallel chan-
nels in 2006 [11]. He developed a stability boundary criterion using an idealized point
heat source. Further, he pointed out that the accuracy of the state equation is important
for a realistic prediction of the stability boundary.
Ambrosini et al. developed new dimensional parameters for heated channels with su-
percritical fluids [2]. The non-dimensional groups presented in his paper were developed
independent to the dimensional parameters which are derived in this thesis [46]. Both
were presented on ICONE-14 in 2006, and the differences are discussed by Ortega et al.
in detail in [49] and in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the similarities of stability phenomena
at supercritical pressure conditions with the phenomena of boiling flow were pointed out
by Ambrosini et al. [1].
Ortega et al. performed an analysis of non-linear instability phenomena in the time
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domain, and evaluated the supercritical bifurcation branches. The effect of the chosen
reference temperature in the characteristic dimensionless groups and the effect of an ap-
proximated state equation were investigated by Ortega et al. [48]. Furthermore, Ortega
et al. performed an analysis for an array of coupled parallel flow channels under super-
critical pressure conditions [47]. In 2008, Ortega et al. published the DWO stability
limits of a typical fuel assembly cluster of the HPLWR evaporator heat-up stage [50].
Recently the density wave oscillation stability limits for a heated channel at supercriti-
cal pressure were calculated with CFD models (Sharabi et al. [58] ). The results were
compared to the obtained stability limits by a one-dimensional calculation. In detail,
the used standard k − ε model with wall function and the used low-Reynolds number
model were able to predict the onset of stability at the same operation parameters as the
one-dimensional approach. This fact confirms the applicability of the one-dimensional
stability analysis.

1.7 Research Objective
Nuclear engineers assure stable operation of nuclear facilities based on the experience orig-
inating from numerous stability experiments and computer code simulations. This thesis
presents theoretical considerations on stability phenomena of supercritical water typical
for nuclear reactor conditions. A thermal-hydraulic and coupled neutronic/ thermal-
hydraulic analysis to various types of flow instabilities is performed for the HPLWR.
Compared to deployed BWRs or proposed alternative light water reactors concepts with
supercritical pressure conditions (e.g. [71], [16], [45], [10]), the HPLWR provides many
new design features which have a strong impact on stability. This thesis represents the
first work on stability analysis of the HPLWR three-pass-core concept. The critical core
components are identified with respect to relevant flow instability types. Based on the
results of the analyses design parameters are proposed. In particular, a set of customized
inlet orifices is designed for the coolant channels to assure a stable operation of HPLWR.

The one-dimensional modeling approach successfully employed for the prediction of sta-
bility limits in two-phase systems is extended to fuel assemblies in a nuclear reactor at
supercritical pressure conditions. The mathematical model which captures the basic phe-
nomena is non-dimensionalized to rigorously derive characteristic non-dimensional groups
of the thermal-hydraulic system.
The equations are implemented in a computer package based on COMSOL [14]. COM-
SOL provides a modern Finite Element Method (FEM) environment for modeling and
solving Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). The PDEs can be solved either interac-
tively employing the graphical user interface of COMSOL or in batch with a classical
MATLAB interface [43]. All MATLAB library functions can be accessed providing a
maximum variety in numerical handling of equations and data structures. Special merit
results from formulating the equation system in the weak formulation application mode.
In COMSOL, the same application mode can be employed to various types of analy-
sis, including: steady-state linear and non-linear analysis, time-dependent analysis and
eigenfrequency analysis. The prediction of the stability limits can be investigated by two
independent analysis methods, in the time-domain and frequency-domain. For solving
eigenvalue problems the Arnoldi-algorithm is used [3]. By this choice, for the first time
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in the field of nuclear stability analysis, large eigenvalue calculations can be realized on a
single CPU at reasonable computational cost. In previous works the nodal discretization
and the order of shape functions were rather low. In some cases even calculations with
approximated state equations were performed. The numerical approach realized in this
thesis represents a more flexible and high accuracy software package for investigations of
supercritical stability phenomena.
The obtained results of thermal-hydraulic and coupled neutronic/ thermal-hydraulic anal-
yses will not only determine design parameters for HPLWR, but also define stable and
unstable operation regions for the HPLWR. These regions are illustrated in stability maps
which are spanned by the derived non-dimensional groups. The results of this thesis are
of general interest for all light water reactor concepts with supercritical pressure condi-
tions like the PWR-SC [71], the US-SCWR [45] and pressure tube reactor concepts like
the CANDU-SC [16].

1.8 Outline of the Thesis
Compared to deployed nuclear power reactors the HPLWR has some extraordinary de-
sign features. The relevant parameters for stability analysis are presented in Chapter 1.
Furthermore, a review of the relevant instability phenomena has been given.
In Chapter 2, the mathematical model is outlined, which describes the coolant flow
in the fuel assemblies of the core. This model consists of one-dimensional conservation
equations and a state equation representing the physical features of water at supercritical
pressure conditions. The given coupled equation system has a highly non-linear structure.
In Chapter 3 the equation system is non-dimensionalized. As a result, new non-dimensional
groups for heated flow channels at supercritical pressure conditions are obtained. The
new rigorously derived parameters are compared to those of boiling flow in two-phase
systems. A discussion on previously proposed non-dimensional parameters by other au-
thors is also included.
For the various numerical analyses, a computer code is developed by the author based on
the COMSOL platform. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the numerical imple-
mentation of the thermal-hydraulic model. Futhermore, some benchmarks for the solver
routines are presented.
In Chapter 5, a steady-state analysis of flow channels at HPLWR conditions is presented.
Chapter 6 describes single channel density wave oscillations. A frequency domain method
of linear stability analysis is applied to the HPLWR design. The neutral stability bound-
ary is defined in stability maps spanned by the previous derived non-dimensional groups.
The dependence of the results on discretization is shown. Furthermore, a simplified
analytic stability criterion is presented. Results of a sensitivity study on design and op-
eration parameters are presented and listed in a table. The effects of an approximated
state equation and various axial power profiles are discussed.
A non-linear analysis is presented in Chapter 7. In detail, the full non-linear equation
system is solved in the time-domain yielding limit cycles. A supercritical bifurcation
diagram is compiled.
In Chapter 8, the modeling approach used for the single channel DWO is extended to an
array of parallel flow channels coupled by common inlet and exit plena. Various arrays
of parallel flow channels are discussed in frequency and time-domain. The most relevant
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case analyzes the special stability characteristic of the fuel assembly cluster.
A coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic analysis is discussed in Chapter 9. The thermal-
hydraulic model is extended by a neutronic model and a fuel rod model. The region-wide
out-of-phase DWO and a local in-phase DWO are investigated.
The results of the various analyses have consequences for the HPLWR design parameters.
The orifices of the evaporator are dimensioned in Chapter 10.
In the last chapter, the conclusions of all analyses are summarized and recommendations
are provided for future works.



Figure 1.15: Schema of density wave oscillation for the stable (left hand side) and unstable case
(right hand side). The system response is illustrated in terms of perturbation of a state variable
ξ out of steady-state conditions vs. time.
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Figure 1.16: Illustration of the density wave oscillation mechanism.



 



2 Equation System
The flow of coolant in a one-dimensional channel is governed by the conservation equa-
tions for mass, momentum, and energy. The equation of state relates pressure, density,
and temperature and is needed to close the system of equations. The state equation is
in algebraic form. Any fluid state is determined by defining three independent variables
and one state variable. For the various thermal-hydraulic analyses, the variables will
be chosen as: pressure p, enthalpy h, mass flux G and density ρ. Before introducing
the mathematical formulation in detail, it is useful to characterize the coolant flow of
HPLWR fuel assemblies in terms of thermal-hydraulic characteristic numbers.

2.1 Characterization of Coolant Flow
In nature there are many types of hydro-dynamic instability phenomena [28]. This thesis
focuses on flow instabilities in the sense of large scale fluctuations in coolant flow. Thus,
other typical hydro-dynamic instabilities like flow fluctuation in the slug flow regime or
flow pattern transition are not investigated in this thesis, although these phenomena
may provide triggers for flow instability. The instabilities of interest here are macro-
scopic phenomena, which are not localized in a rather small area. The one-dimensional
modeling approach often used for BWR stability analysis is extended to supercritical
pressure operation conditions. The validity of a one-dimensional approach is not only
strengthened by successful prediction of stability limits in deployed BWRs during the
last four decades, but also by the comparison to numerically computed onsets of stability
from one-dimensional and three-dimensional-CFD calculations for simplified geometries
at supercritical pressure conditions [58]. An heuristic reason for the one-dimensional ap-
proach is the axial height of nearly 5 m for a fuel assembly with a hydraulic diameter of
only DH = 5.336 mm (i.e. a ratio of length scales of ≈ 103).
Similar to the Favre-average [26], density weighted cross-sectional averaged quantities are
introduced as

f̃ = ρf
ρ
, (2.1)

where
ρf =

1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s

(ρf) dAx−s , (2.2)

and Ax−s is the cross-sectional flow area of a fuel assembly. The case of f = 1 the density
ρ yields

ρ =
1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s
ρ dAx−s . (2.3)

The Mach number is defined as the density weighted cross-sectional averaged velocity, ũ,
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of the coolant in the fuel assembly, divided by the speed of sound, us, of water at 25 MPa
[27]:

M =
ũ

us
. (2.4)

The projected mass flow and the temperature rise of the coolant is given for the HPLWR
core, so ũ can be determined. Furthermore, the speed of sound for water can be obtained
using the water steam table (IAWPS-IF97 [72]). For the projected temperatures Mach
numbers in the range of 0.001 - 0.03 are obtained. Hence M << 1 and a low Mach
number approximation can be applied.
The local Reynolds number Re describes the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces:

Re =
inertial forces
viscous forces

=
ũDH
ν

(2.5)

with the hydraulic diameter DH of a typical fuel assembly and the cross-sectional aver-
aged kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ν. DH is given by

DH = 4Ax−s
Pf

, (2.6)

where Pf is the wetted perimeter. The Reynolds number for an equivalent one-dimensional
flow channel representing the conditions given in a HPLWR fuel assembly are plotted in
Figure 2.1. The Reynolds numbers vary in a wide range from the fuel assembly inlet to
the outlet while the most drastic variation can be observed around the pseudo-critical
point. Obviously, the whole flow is turbulent.

The dimensionless number comparing inertial and gravitational forces is the Froude
number:

Fr =
inertial forces

gravitational forces
=
ũ2

in
gL

(2.7)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity for a vertical flow channel, L is the length of
the flow channel and ũin is the inlet velocity of the fluid. The Froude number is approx-
imately around 0.1.
The local Prandtl number, Pr, is the ratio of momentum and thermal diffusivity [26]:

Pr = momentum diffusion rate
thermal diffusion rate

= cp,fluid μ

λth
, (2.8)

where cp,fluid is the heat capacity of water at 25 MPa (see Figure 1.5), μ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid and λth is the thermal conductivity. The distribution of the Prandtl
number is plotted in Figure 2.1. As for the Reynolds number, the most drastic variation
occurs while the supercritical fluid is heated beyond the pseudo-critical point resulting
in a peak of the Prandtl number.
A one-dimensional (global) modeling approach will be applied. Local profiles of fluid
temperature, static pressure, velocity and shear stress are homogenized across the cross-
section of one fuel assembly. A fuel assembly is treated as one flow channel [53].
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Figure 2.1: Reynolds number (blue) and Prandtl number (black) vs. temperature.

2.2 State Equation
Since the Mach number is small (M << 1), a low-Mach-number-approximation can be
applied. Hence, the physical properties of the fluid are only dependent on temperature.
The validity of this assumption can be illustrated by the most sensitive parameter, the
heat capacity cp. For nominal operating pressure of 25 MPa, fluid properties are weakly
dependent on the local pressure (Figure 2.2). The state equation is given by

ρ = ρ(h)p . (2.9)

In principle the state equation can be expressed in terms of temperature or in terms of
enthalpy. The density vs. the temperature range of interest for the HPLWR is illustrated
in Figure 1.8. The formulation chosen for the numerical implementation is plotted in
Figure 2.3. Here, the density is given by an algebraic equation dependent on the enthalpy.
The advantage of this formulation is the smooth behavior passing the pseudo-critical
point, which provides high numerical stability and fast convergence.

2.3 Mass Conservation Equation
The basic conservation of mass can be written for a control volume as [53]

⎡
⎢⎣ rate of

creation of
mass

⎤
⎥⎦ Δ=

⎡
⎢⎣ mass

outflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ mass

inflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣ mass

storage
rate

⎤
⎥⎦ = 0 . (2.10)
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Figure 2.2: Specific heat capacity vs. temperature around the pseudo-critical point for different
pressure levels.

Figure 2.3: Density vs. enthalpy at 25 MPa.
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This implies the conservation equation of mass given by [26]

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂(ρu)
∂x

+ ∂(ρv)
∂y

+ ∂(ρw)
∂z

= 0 . (2.11)

where ρ is the density and u, v, w are the velocities x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively.
Each velocity component can be expressed as the sum of the cross-sectional averaged
quantity f̃(x, t) or f(x, t) (Eq(2.2)) and its local deviation f ′′(x, y, z, t) or f ′(x, y, z, t),
respectively. In particular, we have

ρ = ρ+ ρ′ , p = p+ p′ ,
u = ũ+ u′′ , v = ṽ + v′′ , w = w̃ + w′′ . (2.12)

As density ρ and pressure p are simple cross-sectional weighted quantities their local
deviation are indicated with a single prime. For two quantities f and l the following
rules apply

∂f
∂s

= ∂f
∂s
, f + l = f + l , f ′ = 0 , ρf ′′ = 0 . (2.13)

The cross-sectional averaged mass conservation equation is

1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s

(
∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρu)
∂x

+
∂(ρv)
∂y

+
∂(ρw)
∂z

)
dAx−s = 0 , (2.14)

in the more compact notation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂(ρu)
∂x

+ ∂(ρv)
∂y

+ ∂(ρw)
∂z

= 0 , (2.15)

applying Eqs(2.12) and Eqs(2.13) yields

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂[ρ(ũi + u′′i )]
∂xi

= 0 , (2.16)

where the index i = 1, 2, 3 for spatial coordinates. Note that

∂[ρ(ũi + u′′i )]
∂xi

= ∂(ρũi)
∂xi

+ ∂(ρu
′′
i )

∂xi
= ∂(ρũi)
∂xi

. (2.17)

For the y-direction and z-direction we have

∂(ρṽ)
∂y

= ∂
∂y

1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s

(ρv)dAx−s︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1(x)

≡ 0 , (2.18)

∂(ρw̃)
∂z

= ∂
∂z

1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s

(ρw)dAx−s︸ ︷︷ ︸
f2(x)

≡ 0 . (2.19)
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Employing Eq(2.18) and Eq(2.19), the one-dimensional mass conservation equation is
given by

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρũ)
∂x

= 0 . (2.20)

Next, the cross-sectional averaged mass flux G is defined as

G = ρu = ρũ . (2.21)

Thus, we have

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂G
∂x

= 0 , (2.22)

combining the transient term in Eq(2.22) with the state equation leads to

∂ρ

∂t
= ∂ρ
∂h

∂h

∂t
= ∂(1/v)
∂h

∂h

∂t
, (2.23)

where v is the cross-sectional averaged specific volume defined as the reciprocal cross-
sectional averaged density

v = 1
ρ
, (2.24)

thus,

∂h

∂t
= v2
∂G

∂x

(
∂v

∂h

)−1

. (2.25)

As all flow and state variables are treated as cross-sectional averaged quantities, we drop
the overbar and overtilde for convenience. Therefore, Eq(2.25) is presented as:

∂h

∂t
= v2∂G
∂x

(
∂v

∂h

)−1

. (2.26)

2.4 Momentum Conservation Equation
Conservation of momentum can be denoted as [66]

⎡
⎢⎣ rate of

creation of
momentum

⎤
⎥⎦ Δ=

⎡
⎢⎣ momentum

outflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ momentum

inflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣ momentum

storage
rate

⎤
⎥⎦ (2.27)

=

⎡
⎢⎣ sum of forces

on the
control volume

⎤
⎥⎦
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applying the same approach used for the mass conservation equation for the x-direction
results in [26]

∂(ρu)
∂t

+
∂(ρu2)
∂x

+
∂(ρuv)
∂y

+
∂(ρuw)
∂z

= Fx − ∂p
∂x

+
∂σxx
∂x

+
∂τyx
∂y

+
∂τzx
∂z
, (2.28)

where

σxx = μ
(
2∂u
∂x
− 2

3(∇ · v)
)
, τyx = μ

(
∂v
∂x

+ ∂u
∂y

)
, τzx = μ

(
∂w
∂x

+ ∂u
∂z

)
. (2.29)

With Eqs(2.13) and applying similar considerations as in Eq(2.18) and Eq(2.19) to the
third and fourth term on the left hand side of Eq(2.28). In particular

∂(ρuv)
∂xα

=
∂

∂xα

1
Ax−s

∫ ∫
Ax−s

(ρuv) dAx−s︸ ︷︷ ︸
fα(x)

≡ 0 , (2.30)

where α = 1, 2 denotes lateral directions. This yields

∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∂(ρu
2)

∂x
= Fx − ∂p

∂x
+ ∂σxx
∂x

. (2.31)

Employing Eqs(2.12) and Eqs(2.13) the second term on the left hand side becomes

∂(ρu2)
∂x

= ∂[ρ(ũ + u′′)2]
∂x

= ∂(ρũ
2)

∂x
+ ∂(ρu

′′2)
∂x

. (2.32)

Now, Fx is
Fx = −gρ sin Θ . (2.33)

Applying Eq(2.32) and Eq(2.21) the momentum conservation equation becomes

∂G

∂t
+ ∂(G

2
/ρ)
∂x

= −gρ sin Θ− ∂p
∂x

+ ∂σxx
∂x
− ∂(ρu

′′2)
∂x

, (2.34)

The last four terms on the right hand side correspond to the irreversible pressure loss
due to frictional effects. Applying Eq(2.24) and defining geff = g sin Θ as the acceleration
due the vertical component of gravity g, we have

∂G

∂t
+ ∂(G

2
/ρ)
∂x

= −ρgeff − ∂p
∂x

+ ∂σxx
∂x
− ∂(ρu

′′2)
∂x

, (2.35)

Note that cross-sectional averages make consideration of lateral balances obsolete.
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2.4.1 Frictional Pressure Loss
In single phase flow, considered here, the frictional pressure loss can be expressed in terms
of the dynamic head and an empirical irreversible loss coefficient,

∂σxx
∂x
− ∂(ρu

′′2)
∂x

=
f

2DH
G

2

ρ
, (2.36)

where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor [44] for turbulent flow. f can be determined
in implicit form by the Colebrook equation which was derived by combining experimental
results of laminar and turbulent flow in pipes [12].

1√
f

= −2 log
(
ε

3.7DH
+

2.51
Re
√
f

)
, (2.37)

with Reynolds-Number Re and the relative pipe roughness ε/DH, which is the ratio of the
mean height of the roughness of the steel test section to the hydraulic diameter. Later,
Haaland gave an approximated explicit relation for the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
[30].

f =
[
−1.8 log

((
ε

3.7DH

)1.11
+

6.9
Re

)]−0.5

(2.38)

Here, for the conditions in HPLWR fuel assemblies (bundle flow), an ε/DH = 0.00275 is
assumed [4].

2.4.2 Local Pressure Loss
Local pressure losses are needed to represent inlet and outlet devices like orifices. The
pressure loss of an orifice is given by [70]

Δp = K 1
2
ρũ2 = KG

2

2ρ
, (2.39)

where K is the geometry dependent pressure loss coefficient. The subscripts in and out
denote an orifice at the inlet and exit of a fuel assembly. The momentum equation can
now be expressed in Lagrangian form as

∂G

∂t
+
∂(G2
/ρ)
∂x

= −∂p
∂x
− ρgeff −

[
Kinδ(x) +Koutδ(x− L) +

f

DH

]
(G2
/ρ)

2
, (2.40)

where δ(x) is the Dirac Delta function. Applying Eq(2.24) and dropping the overbar for
convenience as above

∂G

∂t
+
∂(G2v)
∂x

= −∂p
∂x
− geff

v
−
[
Kinδ(x) +Koutδ(x− L) +

f

DH

]
(G2v)

2
. (2.41)
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2.5 Energy Conservation Equation
Conservation of energy is given by

⎡
⎢⎣ rate of

creation of
energy

⎤
⎥⎦ Δ=

⎡
⎢⎣ energy

outflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦−
⎡
⎢⎣ energy

inflow
rate

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣ energy

storage
rate

⎤
⎥⎦ = 0 . (2.42)

This implies [26]

ρ

(
∂h

∂t
+ u
∂h

∂x
+ v
∂h

∂y
+ w
∂h

∂z

)
=
∂p

∂t
+ u
∂p

∂x
+ v
∂p

∂y
+ w
∂p

∂z
+ (2.43)

∂

∂x

[
λth
∂T

∂x

]
+ ∂
∂y

[
λth
∂T

∂y

]
+ ∂
∂z

[
λth
∂T

∂z

]
+ μΦ ,

where the enthalpy h is given by
h = e+

p

ρ
, (2.44)

with the internal energy e, and the temperature T. λth is the thermal heat conductivity
and Φ is the dissipation function given by

Φ = 2

⎡
⎣(∂u
∂x

)2

+
(
∂v

∂y

)2

+
(
∂w

∂z

)2
⎤
⎦+
(
∂v

∂x
+ ∂u
∂y

)2

+ (2.45)

(
∂w

∂y
+ ∂v
∂z

)2

+
(
∂u

∂z
+ ∂w
∂x

)2

− 2
3

(
∂u

∂x
+ ∂v
∂y

+ ∂w
∂z

)2

.

Similar to the approach for the momentum and mass conservation equation, the cross-
sectional average results in

ρ
∂h

∂t
+ ρu
∂h

∂x
=
q′′PH
Ax−s

+
∂

∂x

[
λth
∂T

∂x

]
+ μΦ , (2.46)

where
q′′PH
Ax−s

= ∂
∂y

[
λth
∂T

∂y

]
+ ∂
∂z

[
λth
∂T

∂z

]
. (2.47)

Compared to the amount of nuclear energy which is transfered into the coolant channel
(through the heated perimeter PH) the terms

∂p

∂t
+ u
∂p

∂x
+ v
∂p

∂y
+ w
∂p

∂z
(2.48)

are neglected in Eq(2.46). Furthermore, the thermal energy which is generated due to
dissipation has no practical signification. Employing Eq(2.12) and Eq(2.13), Eq(2.46)
becomes

ρ
∂h̃

∂t
+ ρũ
∂h̃

∂x
=
q′′PH
Ax−s

+
∂

∂x

[
λth
∂T

∂x

]
− ρu′′∂h

′′

∂x
. (2.49)

The averaged convection term on the right hand side can be viewed as additional heat
transfer in x-direction. However, for the case of a coolant channel in a nuclear reactor,
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this term and the axial heat conduction are generally neglected [53]. In the steady-state
the energy equation is dominated by the balance of the convection term ρũ∂h̃

∂x
and the

heat transfer though the cladding of the fuel rods. Thus, applying Eq(2.21) the one-
dimensional energy conservation equation results to:

∂h̃

∂t
+
G

ρ

∂h̃

∂x
=
q′′PH
ρAx−s

. (2.50)

Note that the produced nuclear energy appears directly as a source term (r.h.s. Eq(2.50)).
Applying Eq(2.24) to Eq(2.50) finally results in:

∂h

∂t
+Gv∂h

∂x
= v q

′′PH
Ax−s

, (2.51)

where - as above - the overbar and overtilde are droped for convenience.

Finally, the thermal-hydraulic equation system is summarized here:
Mass conservation:

∂h

∂t
= v2∂G
∂z

(
∂v

∂h

)−1

. (2.52)

Momentum conservation:

∂G

∂t
+ ∂(G

2v)
∂z

= −∂p
∂z
− geff

v
−
[
Kinδ(z) +Koutδ(z − L) + f

DH

]
(G2v)

2
. (2.53)

Energy conservation:

∂h

∂t
+Gv

∂h

∂z
= v
q′′PH
Ax−s

. (2.54)

State equation:

ρ = ρ(h)p . (2.55)

Note that the notation commonly used in the field of one-dimensional analysis for nuclear
reactors with vertical coolant channels is now applied. The axial direction is referred to
as z-direction and the corresponding velocity component is denoted as u.
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Dimensionless groups are useful to reduce the number of independent parameters and
to serve as a basis for developing scaling laws [39]. Normally, complementary efforts in
computer code development and in experiments using scaled models are made to define
the stability characteristics of nuclear reactors. The results of numerical simulations
presented this thesis are the very first investigations on HPLWR stability. Experimental
data will be taken at the University of Delft once a test section is built up in the end of
2008.
For the linear stability analysis of two-phase flow, the dimensional groups were developed
in the late 6o‘s [36]. These derivations will not be repeated here, but discussed for
comparison with the non-dimensional parameters suitable for super-critical water.

3.1 Nondimensional Parameters for Boiling Channels
The operating state of a boiling channel is specified by the following parameters: the
physical properties of the fluid, channel geometry (length, hydraulic diameter, heated
perimeter, frictional characteristics, etc), system pressure level, axial heat input distribu-
tion, flow rate or channel pressure drop, and the inlet coolant temperature. For stability
investigations the first three quantities and the power level are usually specified. For
a given geometry with a uniform power profile, fluid properties, gravity, pressure, inlet
velocity, inlet temperature and heat flux are taken into account using four dimensional
groups:

• The Froude number also called reduced gravity is the ratio of the inertial to the
gravitational forces:

Fr ≡ u
2
in
gLH

, (3.1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration for a vertical flow channel, LH is the heated
length of the channel and uin is the inlet velocity of the fluid.

• The Euler number also called friction number

Λ ≡ fLH
2DH

, (3.2)

with f as the friction factor and DH is the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel.

• The ratio of reduced velocity involving the channel‘s flow rate (GAx−s) to the power
(q̄′′PHLH) results in the so-called Phase-Change-Number and includes the specific
volume ratio and latent heat hg − hf .

NPCH ≡ vg − vf
vf (hg − hf)

q̄′′PHLH
GAx−s

, (3.3)
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where vf , vg is the specific volume and hf , hg is the enthalpy of saturated liquid
and steam, respectively. q̄′′, G, PH and Ax−s is the axial heat flux, the mass flux,
the heated perimeter, and cross-sectional flow area, respectively.

• The Subcooling-Number which is the ratio of subcooling of the fluid at the inlet to
the latent heat, weighted with the specific volume ratio.

NSUB ≡ vg − vf
vf (hg − hf)ΔhSUB , (3.4)

where ΔhSUB is the difference between the enthalpy of saturated liquid, hf , and the
inlet enthalpy, hin:

ΔhSUB = hf − hin . (3.5)

A two-dimensional space spanned by the Subcooling-Number versus Phase-Change-
Number is the so-called stability plane. In this plane the neutral stability boundary
curve separates the stable from the unstable operation conditions of a boiling channel. A
typical stability map is shown in Figure 3.1. The first bisectrix in this map are operations
points for a heated channel where the boiling boundary (i.e., where X = 0) is reached
at the exit of the channel. Above the first bisectrix there is subcooled liquid at the
exit. All operation points with equal quality at the outlet are in parallel to the first
bisectrix until there is saturated steam (X = 1) at the exit. Below the iso-quality line for
saturated steam there is superheated vapor. The neutral stability boundary for density
wave oscillations lies between the iso-quality line X = 0 and the iso-quality line X = 1,
with an asymptote corresponding to constant exit quality for big Subcooling Numbers
and a tendency to bigger Phase Change Number for low subcooling number. Further,
λ = λ/LH is defined with the length, LH , of the heated channel as the relative axial
height where the boiling boundary is reached assuming thermal equilibrium conditions.
All straight lines going through the origin are flow channels with the boiling boundary λ
at the same relative axial height (Figure 3.1).

3.2 Nondimensional Parameters for Heated
Channels with Supercritical Fluids

It is natural to represent the results of a linear stability analysis in terms of nondi-
mensional parameters for supercritical water similar to what is done for two-phase flow
with the Subcooling-Number (NSUB) and Phase-Change-Number (NPCH). The equations
Eq(2.52), Eq(2.53), Eq(2.54) and Eq(2.55) are converted into dimensionless form choos-
ing convenient reference parameters.
Mass conservation equation:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂(ρu)
∂z

= 0 . (3.6)

Momentum conservation equation:

∂(ρu)
∂t

+
∂p

∂z
+
∂(ρu2)
∂z

= −gρ sin Θ− f

2DH
ρu2 . (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: NSUB vs. NPCH expand the so-called Ishii-Zuber-Stability-Plane. The first bisectrix
is the boiling boundary (quality X = 0). For fluid states above the bisectrix we have subcooled
liquid. In parallel to X = 0 we have iso-quality lines until we reach X = 1. Below X = 1 we
have superheated vapor. Further iso-boiling lengths are straight lines through the origin. [36]
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Energy conservation equation:

∂(ρh)
∂t

+
∂(hρu)
∂z

=
q̄′′PH
Ax−s

. (3.8)

State equation:
ρ = ρ(h)p . (3.9)

Due to the characteristics of the relationship between density and enthalpy for a uniformly
heated pipe with constant cross-flow area, a characteristic frequency of fluid expansion
can be defined for supercritical and constant system pressure conditions as

Ωρ =
(
∂v

∂h

)
p

G
dh

dz
=
(
∂v

∂h

)
p

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

. (3.10)

This frequency can be averaged over the heated length LH of the channel to obtain

Ωρ =
G

LH

∫ LH
0

(
∂v

∂h

)
p

dh

dz
dz =

G

LH
(v(LH)− vin) . (3.11)

It is intuitive to use the heated channel length LH for non-dimensionalizing geometric
parameters

z∗ = z
LH
, P ∗H = PH

LH
, D∗H = DH

LH
, A∗x−s = Ax−s

L2
H
. (3.12)

Furthermore, the channel averaged frequency of fluid expansion can be applied to non-
dimensionalize

t∗ = tΩρ, Ω∗ρ = Ωρ
Ωρ
, (3.13)

where,

u∗ = u
ΩρLH
, h∗ = hAx−suinρin

q̄′′PHLH
, ρ∗ = ρ

ρin
, v∗ = v

vin (3.14)

and finally,

Fr = u2
in
gLH
, p∗ = p

Ω2
ρL

2
H
ρin
. (3.15)

Dividing Eq(3.6) by ρinΩρ results in

∂ρ∗

∂t∗
+
∂

∂z∗
(ρ∗u∗) = 0 . (3.16)
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Similarly, dividing Eq(3.7) by ρinΩ
2
ρLH yields

∂(ρ∗u∗)
∂t∗

+ ∂p
∗

∂z∗
+ ∂(ρ

∗u∗2)
∂z∗

= − 1
Fr N2

P-PCH
− Λρ∗u∗2 . (3.17)

where the so-called friction number is

Λ = fLH
2D∗H

. (3.18)

Dividing Eq(3.8) by q̄′′PH
Ax−s

ΩρLH
uin

yields

ρ∗
∂h∗

∂t∗
+ ρ∗u∗

∂h∗

∂z∗
=

1
NP-PCH

(3.19)

and

ρ∗ = ρ∗(h∗)p , (3.20)

where the Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number is defined as

NP-PCH = ΩρLH
uin

= vLH − vin
vin

= uLH − uin

uin
. (3.21)

Similarly, the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number is given by Eqs(3.11) and (3.21) as

NP-SUB =
Ωρλ
uin

=
[vLH − vin]λ
vinLH

=
[uLH − uin]λ
uinLH

= NP-PCH
λ

LH
. (3.22)

Note that λ is defined as the axial length at which the bulk temperature becomes a
specified reference temperature. The most striking reference temperature for supercritical
water is the pseudo-critical point (e.g. 384 ◦C at 25 MPa), where a significant change in
density occurs. Similarly, for two-phase systems λ is the boiling boundary where h = hf
(i.e., the enthalpy of saturated liquid).

Figure 3.2 shows that there is a smooth transition from the saturation temperature to
pseudo-critical temperature for the pressure range of interest.
The stability map in terms of NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH is the super-critical equivalent of the
Ishii-Zuber stability plane for two-phase flow (Figure 3.3). The first bisectrix is the
iso-exit-enthalpy line corresponding to the pseudocritical temperature. Lines with equal
exit enthalpy corresponding to higher exit temperatures are in parallel. Furthermore, in
analogy to the two-phase flow case, straight lines through the origin correspond to equal
lengths where the reference temperature is reached.
In order to compare these non-dimensional numbers with those normally used for phase

change systems, recall that in the case of a homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) for
two-phase flow the form is [53]

(
∂v

∂h

)
p

=
∂
(
vf +

(
h−hf
hfg

))
∂h

= vfg
hfg
. (3.23)
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Figure 3.2: Temperature vs. pressure. The black line shows the temperatures of the saturated
states at certain pressures for water at sub-critical conditions. The saturated states provide
reference properties of the fluid for the Phase-Change-Number and the Subcooling-Number.
The end of the black line is the thermodynamical critical point at a pressure of pc = 22.06 MPa
and a temperature of TC = 373.9 ◦C. The red line indicates the pseudo-critical points at the
supercritical region which is the referent properties of the fluid for the Pseudo-Phase-Change-
Number and the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number. For the case of interest here, the pseudo-critical
point at operation pressure of HPLWR (25 MPa) is illustrated in green.
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Figure 3.3: The two-dimensional plane of NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH is the supercritical equivalent of
a two-phase stability map.

Thus, from Eq(3.10) and Eq(3.23) it can be inferred that

Ωρ = Ωρ =
vfg
hfg

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

. (3.24)

Hence Eq(3.21) yields

NP-PCH ≡ vfg
hfg

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

LH
uin

Δ= vfg
hfg

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

LH
vfG
≡ NPCH , (3.25)

where NPCH is the conventional definition of the Phase-Change-Number [36]. Similarly,
an energy balance for a uniformly heated pipe yields [53]

λ

uin
= Ax−sΔhSUB

vf q̄′′PH
. (3.26)

Thus, Eq(3.22) and Eq(3.25) yield

NP-SUB ≡ vfg (hf − hin)
hfgvf

Δ= vfgΔhSUB

hfgvf
≡ NSUB , (3.27)

where NSUB is the standard subcooling number of phase change systems [36]. Note that,
for the case of interest here (uniform axial heat flux),

λ

LH
=
hλ − hin

hLH − hin
, (3.28)
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where at 25 MPa, hλ = h(384 ◦C). Thus, Eq(3.22)can be rewritten as,

NSUB =
(vLH − vin)

vin

(hλ − hin)
(hLH − hin)

. (3.29)

This form of the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number is similar in form to that of phase change
systems, Eq(3.4).

3.3 Alternative Approaches of Nondimensional
Groups for Supercritical Flow

Two different nondimensional parameters for supercritical water have been developed by
other authors. Zhao et al. [79] selected at a pressure of 25 MPa, hA = h = hλ(350 ◦C) and
hB = h(404 ◦C), and approximated the state equation with three linear slopes. Zhao‘s
formulation of the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number, Eq(3.30), is similar in form to that of
Eq(3.29):

NP-SUB =
(vB − vA)
vA

(hA − hin)
(hB − hA)

. (3.30)

Nevertheless, the approximations done by Zhao et al. [79] and the choice of two reference
temperatures are unnecessary and will make scaling from fluid-to-fluid difficult. Another
definition of the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number for supercritical water was proposed by Am-
brosini and Sharabi [2]:

NP-SUB =
βpc

cp,pc
(hpc − hin) , (3.31)

where

βpc = 1
vpc

(
∂v

∂T

)
p,pc

= cp,pc

vpc

(
∂v

∂h

)
p,pc

(3.32)

and subscript pc denotes pseudo-critical conditions. However, the form with the linear
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient is an approximation at a point where fluid proper-
ties behave strongly nonlinear (Figure 3.4).

Zhao et al. [79] assumed the validity of a perfect gas law for a supercritical liquid at
high temperature. That is,

v =
RT
p

=
Rh
pcp

(3.33)

hence, (
∂v

∂h

)
p

= R
pcp
. (3.34)
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Figure 3.4: Derivative of specific volume with respect to the enthalpy vs. enthalpy.

Yielding, from Eq(3.10),

Ωρ = Ω̄ρ = R
pcp

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

. (3.35)

Now, since

∂u

∂z
= Ωρ (3.36)

and assuming p >> Δp (so that p, cp and R are constant), it can be inferred from
Eq(3.36), that

u(LH)− uin = Ω̄ρLH . (3.37)

Zhao et al. [79] defined an Expansion-Number as

Nexp = Ω̄ρLH
uin

, (3.38)

which is formally equivalent to Eq(3.21), however Nexp ��= NP-PCH. Therefore,

Ω̄ρ =
R
pcp

q̄′′PH
Ax−s

��= G
LH

[v(LH)− vin] (3.39)
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Figure 3.5: Expansion-Number vs. Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number

thus, the expansion number proposed by Zhao et al. [79] differs from the rigorous Pseudo-
Phase-Change-Number given in Eq(3.21). In addition, as previously noted, Zhao et al.
[79] definition of the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number is different from the rigorous result given
in Eq(3.29).
It is interesting to evaluate βpc in Eq(3.31) and Eq(3.32) using the perfect gas assump-
tion. This implies that the Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number proposed by Ambrosini and
Sharabi [2] is,

NP-PCH ≡ βpcq̄
′′PHLH

ρpcuinAx−scp,pc
= Rq̄′′PHLH
puinAx−scp,pc

, (3.40)

which may be identified as the Expansion-Number (Nexp) of Zhao et al. [79]. However,
the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number of Ambrosini and Sharabi [2] is different from prior def-
initions and is given by

NP-SUB ≡ βpc

cp,pc
(hpc − hin) =

R (hpc − hin)
pvpccp,pc

. (3.41)

It should be stressed that the approximations used by Zhao et al. [79] and Ambrosini
et al. [2] are unnecessary and, as can be seen in Figure 3.5, can yield quite different
numerical results from those discussed herein.
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The equation set presented in Chapter 2 is implemented in COMSOL [14]. COMSOL
is a powerful environment for modeling and solving scientific and engineering problems,
which are based on partial differential equations (PDEs). The PDEs can be solved in
three application modes: the coefficient form, suitable for linear or nearly linear models;
the general form, which is suitable for non-linear problems (in the mathematical context
this form is referred to as strong or hard form); finally, the weak form, which is chosen for
the implementation of the equation set used here (Section 4.3). After the setup of an ap-
plication mode, various types of analyses can be performed, including steady-state linear
and non-linear analyses, time-dependent analyses and modal analyses. In order to solve
the PDEs, COMSOL applies the Finite Element Method (FEM) [29] in conjunction with
a variety of numerical solvers. Once a PDE is solved, COMSOL provides post-processing
routines for data handling and visualization.
In the authors early published papers on HPLWR stability (e.g [46]) the employed soft-
ware platform was named FEMLAB. During the time of this thesis FEMLAB changed
its name to COMSOL.

4.1 COMSOL Notation
COMSOL requests a special notation which will be described in this section. The equation
set for the thermal-hydraulic system derived in Chapter 2 is highly non-linear. Thus,
either strong or weak form should be used. In the general application mode or strong
form the partial differential equation is described as

da
∂ζ

∂t
+∇Γ = F , (4.1)

where ζ is a variable in the so-called numerical subdomain Ω. Γ is the conservative flux
function and ∇ is the Nabla operator. F is the COMSOL source term.
On the boundaries, ∂Ω, Dirichlet R, and Neumann conditions G are defined as

−nΓ = G +
(
∂R
∂ζ

)T
μL; 0 = R , (4.2)

where n is the normal vector on ∂Ω and μL is a Lagrangian multiplier.
COMSOL is a commercial software. The source code is not available to the author of
this thesis. In principle, there are many different possibilities to implement the thermal-
hydraulic model into the software. However, most of these possibilities are not resulting in
a converged solution. Nevertheless, COMSOL provides a rich model library for chemical,
physical and engineering problems. After the inspection of various non-linear models of
this library, a conclusion was that the equations set for the thermal-hydraulic systems
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must be expressed with time derivatives on the left hand side and, both, spatial derivatives
and sources have to be merged into the COMSOL-source-term F on the right hand side
(F = (F1, F2, F3)T ). In that way, the equation set of Chapter 2 becomes:
Energy conservation equation:

∂h

∂t
= v q

′′PH
Ax−s

−Gv∂h
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸

F1

. (4.3)

Momentum conservation equation:

∂G

∂t
= −∂(G

2v)
∂z

− ∂p
∂z
− geff
v
−
[
Kinδ(z) +Koutδ(z − L) + f

DH

]
(G2v)

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
F2

. (4.4)

Mass conservation equation:

∂h

∂t
= v2∂G
∂z

(
∂v

∂h

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F3

. (4.5)

Another experience was, that the energy equation must be listed at first position. Next
comes the momentum equation, then the mass equation. Since the state equation ρ =
ρ(h) is of algebraic form, it can be expressed as a sub-function, the so-called subdomain
expression. Furthermore, note that the mass term is unity; that means, da = 1 (e.g.
Eq(4.5)).

4.2 Dynamic Head
In order to have a good convergence of the equation system, the momentum equation is
rearranged. The state variable corresponding to the transient of the momentum conser-
vation equation is the mass flux G. In that way a dynamic pressure, pd, can be defined
as the sum of the static pressure and the dynamic head,

pd = p+G2v . (4.6)

Hence,
∂G

∂t
= −∂pd
∂z
− geff

v
− f
DH

(G2v)
2
. (4.7)

Note that the convection term is substituted into the (Dirichlet) boundary conditions.
For example, at the inlet of the flow channel (in COMSOL-notation)

0 = −p + pin +G2vin +KinG
2vin . (4.8)

Employing pd instead of p, the fast changing component is transfered into the boundary
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conditions. This results in a smooth solution for the momentum equation, which is solved
in the numerical subdomain. Furthermore, the momentum equation is solved with shape
functions which are one order smaller compared to the order of shape functions for the
mass and the energy equation (for details see [15]). The shape functions for the mass
and the energy equation are of order five. The numerical approach chosen solves the
conservation equations with high nodal solution. For a heated axial length of 4.2 m,
there are 240 nodes. This results in a mesh size of 1.75 cm providing that results of the
anaylses are independent of the numerical scheme (see Section 6.3).

4.3 The Weak Formulation
To establish a good numerical convergence for the non-linear thermal-hydraulic equa-
tion system, the COMSOL solver routines need an accurate Jacobian matrix. A model
described in weak formulation automatically produces an exact Jacobian matrix [14].
For the conversion of the strong form to weak formulation, an arbitrary function ν, the
so-called test-function, is considered, which is well-behaved on the sub-domain Ω. Multi-
plying the test-function with the steady-state version of Eq(4.1) and integrating over Ω
yields ∫

Ω
ν∇ΓdA =

∫
Ω
νFdA , (4.9)

where dA is the area element. For the case of interest here, a one-dimensional subdomain
the Eq(4.10) becomes ∫

Ω
ν
∂Γ
∂z
dz =

∫
Ω
νFzdz . (4.10)

Now, integration by parts leads to

[νΓ]zlzr −
∫

Ω

∂ν

∂z
Γdz =

∫
Ω
νFzdz , (4.11)

where zl and zr indicate the left and the right border of Ω. Using the boundary condition
from (Eq(4.2)) to finally receive

0 =
∫

Ω

(
∂ν

∂z
Γ + νFz

)
dz + ν

[
G+

(
∂R

∂ζ

)
μL

]zl
zr

. (4.12)

By changing the application mode, COMSOL provides an automatic conversion of the
strong form to the weak formulation including the transient term.

4.4 Analysis Method
It is instructive to consider an overview of the analysis which is performed within COM-
SOL in strong form . To this end, the equations (Eq(4.3), Eq(4.7) and Eq(4.5)) may be
written in matrix form as:

A
∂Ψ
∂t

+B
∂Ψ
∂z

= c (4.13)
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where the vector of the unknowns is

Ψ =

⎛
⎜⎝ Gpd
h

⎞
⎟⎠ (4.14)

and,

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1
v2

(
∂v
∂h

)
p

1 0 0
0 0 1

v

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4.15)

B =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 G

⎤
⎥⎦ (4.16)

c =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0
−geff
v
− fG2v

2DH
q̄′′PH
Ax−s

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (4.17)

the equation can be evaluated in the time domain numerically (i.e., by differencing the
spatial derivatives and using the method of lines) subject to various initial and boundary
conditions. In particular, for the so-called parallel channel instability case, a constant
static pressure drop (Δp) across the channel is specified (see Chapter-6). The steady-state
solution, Ψ0, comes from numerically evaluating the steady-state version of the equation
set,

∂Ψ0
∂z

= B−1c (4.18)

The principles of the stability analysis in the frequency domain for thermal-hydraulics is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. The non-linear equation set is converted into a linear equation
set (in time-domain) by applying first order perturbation theory. Assuming a modal
ansatz the equations are transfered into an algebraic equation set in the frequency do-
main. For given boundary conditions and operation parameters a spectra of complex
conjugated eigenvalues is computed.
In order to analyze the dynamic stability characteristics of the heated channel, Eq(4.13)

is linearized for fully developed flow about the steady-state (i.e., the so-called fixed
points), Ψ0, and the resultant linear equation is:

A0
δΨ
∂t

+B0
δΨ
∂z

= C0δΨ (4.19)

where,

Ψ(z, t) = Ψ0(z) + δΨ(z, t) (4.20)

and,

δΨ =

⎛
⎜⎝ δGδpd
δh

⎞
⎟⎠ (4.21)
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Figure 4.1: Representation of the applied analysis method.

Next, a modal solution of the form,

δΨ(z, t) = Ψ̃(z)e−Λt (4.22)

is applied. Where Ψ̃ are the eigenfunctions (i.e., mode shapes) and Λ are the complex
or real eigenvalues (note that: Ψ̃ ��= Ψ0). Combining Eqs(4.19) and (4.22) yields the
following relation:

−ΛA0Ψ̃0(z) +B0
∂Ψ̃0(z)
∂z

= C0Ψ̃0(z) . (4.23)

If the spatial derivative (using FEM) Eq(4.23) are differentiated the equation can be
rewritten as (where D0 collects contributions from B0 and C0),(

A0Λ−D0
)

Ψ̃(z) = 0 . (4.24)

This is the dispersion relation describing the functional dependence of eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenfunctions. The only non-trivial solution of Eq(4.24) is

det
(
A0Λ−D0

)
= 0 , (4.25)

which yields the various eigenvalues,

Λ = ΛRe ± iΛIm . (4.26)

Once the eigenvalues are computed, Eq(4.24) yields the eigenfunctions, Ψ̃(z). The con-
sidered basic state Ψ̃0(z) is stable with respect to small perturbations if the real part of
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ΛRe of any eigenvalues is positive, and the basic state becomes unstable if a single real
eigenvalue, or a pair of conjugate complex eigenvalues, crosses the axis ΛRe = 0 into the
left half plane, as a parameter (i.e. NP-PCH) is changed. The so-called neutral stability
boundary is defined by the most limiting complex conjugated pair of eigenvalues where
ΛRe = 0. It is noted in Eqs(4.22) and (4.26) that a heated flow channel is linearly stable
if ΛRe > 0 and linearly unstable if ΛRe < 0. Normally various values of inlet temperature
are chosen and then the channel power level is varied until ΛRe = 0. These parametric
results may then be plotted in the NP-SUB vs NP-PCH plane (stability map: Chapter-3) to
define the neutral stability boundary.

4.5 Eigenvalue Solver
COMSOL solves eigenvalue problems employing the femeig. femeig is an algorithm based
on "Arnoldi’s minimized iteration" method [3] which has great advantage in large eigen-
value problems. The real latent root problem presented in Eq(4.24) represents an char-
acteristic homogeneous set of equations. Depending on the nodal resolution in the dis-
cretization process the order of the matrix which has to be solved can get rather large.
Without going into mathematical details, it can be stated, that the conventional iterative
solutions procedure would begin by an arbitrary column of Ψ̃ and converge to the largest
dominant latent root [41]. After obtaining the solution, the dominant mode may be re-
moved by any convenient method, so that the second largest root of the original matrix
becomes the dominant one of an altered matrix. The same procedure is now repeated
until all desired roots of the eigenvalue problem have been obtained. Since the accuracy
of the total solution depends upon the accuracy with which each previous root has been
determined, the conventionally method requires huge numerical costs (computational re-
sources) and the convergence can be extremely slow if the roots are not widely dispersed.
Thus, in previous stability analysis the nodal solution and the accuracy of the obtained
results was rather small.
In contrast, by using femeig the solution of the original homogeneous equation is re-
placed by the solution of a matrix equation of reduced order. The algorithm requires the
generation of a series of orthogonal functions through which the simple matrix equation
of reduced order is established. The reduced matrix equation is then solved directly in
terms of polynomial functions obtained in conjunction with the generated orthogonal
functions. That allows the handling of large eigenvalue problems with a high number of
degrees of freedom.
The validity of femeig was verified in various examples of the COMSOL chemical engi-
neering library [13]. Furthermore, the solver was verified in a master thesis obtaining the
same eigenvalues by MATHEMATICA [74] and by a COMSOL-model for the well known
strange attractor called Roessler-attractor [25].

4.6 Benchmark
Before doing a detailed evaluation of the linear and non-linear stability characteristics of
the fuel assemblies for the HPLWR, the thermal-hydraulic model is benchmarked with
analytic results which are related to the essential physics associated with density-wave
phenomena. Thus, the case of a uniformly heated flow channel is considered through
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which subcooled liquid is flowing that is subjected to a small harmonic perturbation in
inlet velocity. For the case of negligible thermal fluctuation of the heated wall (i.e., con-
stant wall heat flux, q̄′′), the exact analytic solution is given by [53]:

δĥ(ω, z) = − q̄′′PH
ρfuinAx−s

⎡
⎣1− e−i

ωz
uin,0

i ωz
uin,0

⎤
⎦ δûin

uin,0
(4.27)

These complex variables can be rewritten in polar coordinates as:

δĥ(ω, z) =
√
Re2(ω, z) + Im2(ω, z)Aei(ωt,Φ) (4.28)

where the phase angle is,

Φ = tan−1
(
Im(ω, z)
Re(ω, z)

)
(4.29)

and,

Re(ω, z) = −
q̄′′PH sin ωz

uin,0

ωuin,0ρfAx−s
(4.30)

Im(ω, z) = −
q̄′′PH

[
1− cos ωz

uin,0

]
ωuin,0ρfAx−s

(4.31)

For the case of interest here,

δuin = Aeiωt (4.32)

where the amplitude A is a small fraction (say 1%) of the magnitude of the steady-state
inlet velocity, uin,0. The modulus of Eqs(4.27)and (4.28), |δh(t, z;ω)|, can be evaluated
at various angular frequencies (ω) and times (t), and the results compared with the
numerical results of COMSOL. Typical results for t = 50 sec and two different angular
frequencies are shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that good agreement was achieved.
This shows that the thermal-hydraulic model can predict enthalpy waves, and it thus
should be able to predict the density perturbations which drive density-wave oscillations.

4.7 Validation
Due to the lack of experimental data on the linear stability boundary for supercritical
water, a validation was performed based on the DWO stability experiment by Solberg
[36]. In particular, a subcritical two-phase system at 80 atm was evaluated using a
homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM), which has an equation of state very similar to
shown state equation at 7 MPa in Figure 1.10. The experiment of Solberg consisted of a
circular tube with heated length of 2.9 m and an diameter of D = 5.25 mm. Inlet and
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Figure 4.2: Analytic results and numerical solution of an enthalpy wave.

exit orifices were used. The corresponding inlet and exit pressure loss coefficients were
Kin = 35.6 and Kexit = 0.006. A typical parallel channel boundary condition was applied
enforcing constant pressure drop of the channel of Δp = 47.8 kPa. The circular tube was
uniformly heated by its electrical resistance. Once a certain inlet temperature was chosen
the heat flux into the flow channel was stepwise increased until an unstable density wave
oscillation was observed. The data is represented in terms of Phase-Change-Number
NPCH (Eq(3.3)) and Subcooling-Number NSUB (Eq(3.4)) in the stability map:

NPCH ≡ vg − vf
vf(hg − hf )

q̄′′PHL
GAx−s

, NSUB ≡ vg − vf
vf

hf − hin

(hg − hf) (4.33)

The specific volumes and the enthalpies of the saturated fluid states for water at 80 atm
can be obtained using the water steam table [72]: vf = 0.00139 m3kg−1; vg = 0.02317 m3kg−1;
hf = 1322.148 kJ kg−1; hg = 2757.025 kJ kg−1. Obviously, the heated perimeter is
PH = πD and the cross-sectional flow area is given by Ax−s = πD2/4.
The state equation is,

v = v(h) = vf + (vg − vf) (h− hf)
(hg − hf )(h > hf) (4.34)

For the numerical evaluation, various values of the inlet temperature are chosen and
then the channel power level is varied until ΛRe = 0. In Figure 4.3 the resulting linear
stability map in the Phase-Change-Number/ Subcooling-Number plane is shown in black.
The well known shape for the neutral stability boundary can be observed which has
an asymptotic behavior of near constant exit quality at large Subcooling-Numbers and
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the neutral stability boundary predicted by the numerical model
(black) and experimental data (blue squares).

enhanced stability at low Subcooling-Numbers. The data obtained by the experiments
by Solberg is plotted in blue. Note that even though the homogeneous equilibrium model
is employed here, which does not take into account effects of subcooled boiling (thermal
non-equilibrium) nor drift flux (mechanical non-equilibrium) a quite good agreement
between experimental data and numerical evaluation can be observed. In particular, the
HEM results in a conservative prediction of the linear stability limit.



 



5 Analysis of Steady-State Flow
As discussed in Chapter 1.5, heated two-phase flow channels exhibit for certain oper-
ation parameters an s-shaped steady-state pressure drop/mass flux characteristic. An
operation point in the negative slope region of this curve is unstable and leads to flow
excursion or so-called Ledinegg instabilities. This instability phenomena is characterized
by sudden change in flow rate to a lower value and can only occur if for a certain imposed
pressure drop Δp several values of flow rate are possible. To calculate the transient the
time-dependent conservation equations must be solved. However, the stability criterion
(a negative slope in pressure drop/ flow rate curve) is based on steady-state considera-
tions. Flow maldistribution and PDO are very close connected to Ledinegg instabilities
and have the same stability criteria.

5.1 Steady-State Stability Analysis
The steady-state characteristic of the coolant flow in a fuel assembly can be represented
by a single flow channel with equivalent hydraulic diameter and heated perimeter. The
equation system given in Eq(4.3), Eq(4.7), and Eq(4.5) can be calculated for the steady-
state solution. One exemplary result is shown in Figure 5.1 for an inlet temperature
of 310 ◦C and a linear heat rate of 30 W/m. As there is no negative slope in pressure
drop/ mass flux characteristics, there will be no appearance of Ledinegg instabilities, flow
maldistribution and pressure drop oscillation under reactor operation conditions.
It has to be pointed out that Ambrosini et al. [1] predicted the occurrence of Ledinegg
instability in a flow channel under supercritical pressure conditions. Although, to the
authors best knowledge, the published results by Ambrosini et al. [1] are correct, the
parameters selected to achieve Ledinegg instability are far out the parameter range for
a nuclear reactor. Even in the case of two-phase flow systems the appearance of flow
excursions is mainly connected to low system pressure. Typically, the pressure drop/
mass flux characteristics of a two/phase system at 70 bar (pressure level of BWRs) do
also not show a negative slop. Thus, the obtained results of the steady-state stability
analysis for HPLWR are similar to the experience made with two-phase system.
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Figure 5.1: Pressure drop vs. mass flux for a heated flow channel at system pressure of 25 MPa
(Tin = 310 ◦C and q′ = 30 W/m). As there is no negative slope in characteristics, there will be
no appearance of Ledinegg instabilities, flow maldistribution, and pressure drop oscillation.



6 Linear Stability of DWO at
Supercritical Pressure Conditions

In the previous chapter, the thermal-hydraulic features of the coolant flow were analyzed
with respect to their steady-state characteristics. It was shown that flow excursion does
not occur at normal operation conditions of the HPLWR. Hence, the only remaining
relevant instability phenomena are the various types of density wave oscillation.

6.1 The Parallel Channel Case
In a HPLWR III-pass core there are 52 fuel assembly clusters in one heat-up stage. Each

upper plenum

lower plenum

468 channels

Figure 6.1: Scheme
of an array of paral-
lel channels coupled by
common plena.

cluster consists of nine fuel assemblies. This arrange-
ment can be represented by an array of 468 paral-
lel one-dimensional flow channels, connected by a com-
mon inlet plenum and a common outlet plenum (Fig-
ure 6.1).
It is obvious that all flow channels must satisfy an
equal pressure boundary condition in the lower and up-
per plenum. Inevitably, due to slight differences in de-
sign and operation condition, in such an array of par-
allel fuel assemblies, one channel is the "most unsta-
ble" one. That means, it reaches the threshold of
density wave oscillations at certain operation parameters
(e.g., by increasing the power level) first. As the to-
tal amount of channels is big, the oscillation of mass
flow in the single unstable fuel assembly will approxi-
mately not affect the total mass flow through the whole
core. Thus, the operation parameters of the other sta-
ble (steady-state) fuel assemblies remain uneffected. Hence,
the stable channels impose a constant pressure drop bound-
ary condition - or so-called parallel channel boundary con-
dition - on the unstable one. This case is referred
to as the single channel DWO or the parallel channel
case.

Similar thoughts can be carried out including heater dynamics and neutronic feedback
during core-wide DWO. The fluctuation in density during DWO of a single unstable fuel
assembly will have approximately no effect on the moderation ability of the total fluid
within the core. Thus, the single channel DWO can be treated as thermal-hydraulically
and neutronically decoupled.
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6.2 Linear Stability Analysis
To predict the stability threshold of density wave oscillations it is necessary to analyze
the time characteristic of the thermal-hydraulic system. In general, this can be done in
two ways: either the system has to be solved in the time-domain or a frequency-domain
method has to be applied. The results of a linear stability analysis in the frequency-
domain will be presented in this chapter. The computational efficiency and the pros-
perities in predicting the onset of DWO stability of boiling water reactors makes the
frequency method very attractive. However, nonlinear transient informations are beyond
the scope of the method.
As stated in Section 4.4, the thermal-hydraulic model is converted into a linear equa-
tion set (in time-domain) by applying first order perturbation theory. Assuming a modal
ansatz, the equation set is transferred into an algebraic equations set in the frequency do-
main. For a given basic state, parallel channel boundary conditions and inlet temperature
of the fluid, a spectra of conjugated complex eigenvalues is computed. Figure 6.2 exem-
plarily shows the eigenvalue spectra for three power levels of a typical fuel assembly of the
evaporator (in detail: Δp = 150 kPa, LH = 4.2 m, DH = 5.336 mm and Tin = 310 ◦C) in
terms of imaginary part Im(Λ) vs. real part Re(Λ) of the eigenvalue. The black points
correspond to a power level with NP-PCH = 2.4. The considered basic state is stable,
with respect to small perturbations if the real part of all eigenvalues is positive. Thus,
the flow channel is in the stable region. By increasing the NP-PCH (NP-PCH = 6: blue;
NP-PCH = 7: red), the real part of the most limiting pair of eigenvalues becomes smaller
until it becomes negative and the channel is unstable. The red spectra corresponds to
the case where the flow channel just passes neutral stability.

The important parameter for the impulse response is the decay ratio of the pertur-
bation. It is determined as

DR = exp
[
−2π

Re(Λ)
|Im(Λ)|

]
. (6.1)

The decay ratio is a criterion for stability, since values smaller than 1 correspond to stable
fuel assemblies. At neutral stability, the decay ratio becomes 1 (Figure 6.3).

6.3 Mesh Dependence of Eigenvalues
Before performing the detailed stability analysis, the effect of the discretization on the
numerical results is investigated. The most sensitive parameter for stability analysis
is the real part of the leading mode, resulting directly in the value of the decay ratio.
Previous works indicates that the decay ratio significantly depends on the axial mesh size.
Exemplarily, the decay ratio for a flow channel with an inlet temperature of Tin = 310 ◦C
very close to the neutral stability boundary is illustrated as a function of mesh size
(Figure 6.4). In contrary to former works made in the field of supercritical stability
analysis, no dependency of the results on the mesh size can be observed. This fact was
very evident, since the numerical scheme solves the conservation equations with fifth
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Figure 6.2: Spectrum of eigenvalues for an inlet temperature of Tin = 310 ◦C and different
power level. The black points correspond to a power level with NP-PCH = 2.4. All real parts
of the eigenvalues are positive. Thus, the flow channel is in the stable region. By increasing
the NP-PCH (NP-PCH = 6: blue; NP-PCH = 7: red), the real part of the most limiting pair of
eigenvalues becomes smaller until it gets negative and the channel is unstable.

Figure 6.3: Decay ratio vs. Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number.
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Figure 6.4: Decay ratio vs. mesh size.

order shape functions.

6.4 Stability Map
In order to contract stability maps, various values of inlet temperature are chosen, and
then the channel power level is varied until the neutral stability boundary is reached.
These parametric results may then be plotted in the NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH plane (stabil-
ity map: Chapter 3) to define stable and unstable operations regions of the HPLWR.
In the same map, the operation range of the HPLWR III-pass core components can be
illustrated (Figure 6.5). Since the inlet and the exit fluid temperatures are known (and
so the corresponding enthalpies), the specific volumes can be determined using the state
equation. Thus, the NP-PCH can be calculated for each heating stage at its average op-
eration point and at its operation point with the maximal enthalpy rise estimated by
the hot channel factor analysis. For the NP-SUBs, a uniform power profile is assumed.
Between the operation points of the average and the hot component, the operation range
is indicated by a green line for the evaporator and a blue line for the superheater I. Since
the difference in specific volume at the exit between a average and a hot fuel assembly of
superheater II is only 0.0033 m3 kg−1, the corresponding operation range approximately
appears as one single operation point in the figure. The operation ranges of both super-
heaters lie in the negative NP-SUB region. This is obvious since, the pseudo-critical point
is chosen as reference temperature. The component with the highest values in NP-SUB is
the evaporator.
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Figure 6.5: Operation range of core components in the stability map.

In Figure 6.6 the stability map is illustrated. The neutral stability boundary (NSB) is
given in black, separating linearly stable operation points (left hand side of NSB) from
linearly unstable operation points (right hand side of NSB). The shape of the NSB is
similar to the well known shape obtained for two-phase systems (for comparison see:
Figure 4.3). An asymptotic behavior of near constant exit enthalpies at large Pseudo-
Subcooling-Numbers and enhanced stability at low Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers can be
observed. Note that, lower Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers corresponds to higher inlet tem-
perature of the fluid. By increasing the Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number, the power level
is increased. Furthermore, it can be seen that while the normal operation point of the
evaporator is in the linear stable region, a part of the operation range lies on the right
hand side of the NSB - in the linear unstable region (green line in Figure 6.6). The
consequences of this fact are discussed in Chapter-10.

Iso-decay-ratio can also be plotted in the same stability map (Figure 6.7). It is also
interesting to note the effect of reference temperature on the evaluation of Eq(3.22) and
thus NP-SUB. Figure 6.8 shows a reference temperature of Tbulk = 350 ◦C (right hand side
plot and abscissa in blue), while the black curve is based on Tbulk = 384 ◦C, which is the
pseudo-critical point at 25 MPa (abscissa in black). Since the neutral stability boundary
should be independent of the reference temperature, both curves in Figure 6.8 (left hand
side) differ only by an offset in the Pseudo-Subcooling-Number.
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Figure 6.6: Neutral stability boundary in the NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH plane (black curve). The
operation range of the evaporator is given in green.
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Figure 6.7: The curve of decay ratio DR = 1 which is equivalent to the neutral stability
boundary (black curve) in the NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH plane. Furthermore, the curve of decay ratio
DR = 0.5 and DR = 0.25 (blue and green curve, respectively).

Figure 6.8: Effect of different reference temperature. The neutral stability boundary is indepen-
dent of the reference temperature, both curves differ only by an offset in the Pseudo-Subcooling-
Number.
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6.5 Simplified Stability Criterion
It is interesting to note that Ishii et al. [36] developed a simplified stability criterion for
two-phase systems. With this criterion the upper branch of the neutral stability bound-
ary (big NSUBs) in the NPCH-NSUB-plane is approximately parallel to a line with constant
exit quality, Xexit:

NSUB = NPCH − ρf − ρg
ρg
Xexit . (6.2)

As before, ρf and ρg are the saturated density for the fluid and gaseous phase, respectively.

Xexit ≤
[

2 (kin + 2Λ + kexit)
1 + Λ + kexit

]
ρg
ρf − ρg , (6.3)

where kin and kexit are the inlet and the outlet loss coefficients, and Λ is the Euler-Number
(Eq(3.2)). This simplified stability criterion should be used with great caution, since it
neglects effects such as drift flux, subcooled boiling, nonuniform heat flux profile and
distributed local losses (e.g. spacers) and wall heat capacity, which have a well known
influence on the stability limits. Nevertheless, it can be useful for a quick rough esti-
mation of the neutral stability boundary and for an analytic check of numerical results
of a homogeneous equilibrium model. For fluid at supercritical pressure condition, the
simplified stability criterion is given by (Eq(6.2) into Eq(6.3))

NP-SUB ≈ NP-PCH −
[

2 (kin + 2Λ + kexit)
1 + Λ + kexit

]
. (6.4)

The match of this criterion (blue) with the numerically calculated neutral stability bound-
ary (black curve) can be seen in Figure 6.9. The inlet loss coefficient was set to 5, the
exit loss coefficient was set to 0.5.

6.6 Sensitivity on Design and Operation Parameters
The sensitivity on the threshold of instability of various design and operation parameters
is analyzed in this section. The conclusion will finally be presented in Table 6.1.

6.6.1 Inlet and Outlet Flow Restrictions
An inlet pressure loss caused by an orifice is strongly stabilizing, as Figure 6.10 shows.
This phenomenon directly corresponds to the experience made with inlet pressure losses
in boiling channels. In two-phase systems the stability boundary sensitively depends
on the pressure loss distribution in the region of subcooled liquid (before the boiling
boundary is reached) and the region of light fluid (after passing the boiling boundary).
For the case of interest here, the subcooled liquid region corresponds to the high density
region before the fluid is heated beyond the pseudo-critical point. Any device which
increases the pressure loss of the heavy liquid region increases the so-called in-phase
pressure loss. On the contrary, the effect of a flow resistance at the channel outlet (or
also called out-of-phase pressure loss) is strongly destabilizing (Figure 6.10). Strong care
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the simplified stability criterion (blue line) to the numerically calcu-
lated neutral stability boundary (black curve; kin = 5; kexit = 0.5).

must be taken with pressure losses at the outlet or the upper part of the coolant channel.
Pressure losses of spacers must be taken into account. Since an in-phase pressure loss is
the most sensitive parameter for stabilizing a supercritical flow channel, inlet orifices can
be customized to assure stable operation with respect to DWOs for otherwise unstable
channels.

6.6.2 Heated Length
In Figure 6.11 the neutral stability boundary is shown for various heated lengths (LH)
in the stability map. The onset of instability is at lower Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers
for smaller values of LH (LH = 2 m: blue curve). Increasing the heated length has a
stabilizing effect (LH = 3 m: green; LH = 4 m: brown and LH = 2 m: purple). This
phenomenon can be explained by the value of the friction term in the momentum equation
Eq(3.17); given by

friction term : ΛG2v =
f LH
2DH

G2

ρ
. (6.5)

Since the friction factor is approximately constant across the heated channel (f ≈ 0.033),
the Euler number Λ is also approximately constant (Λ ≈ 3.1). The same is true for the
mass flux. On the other hand, the density ρ changes about a factor of eight in a HPLWR
core. Hence, the friction term is small in the high density region ("in-phase region").
Here, increasing the heated length has a relatively strong effect. In the low density
region ("out-of-phase region") the effect is smaller, since the values of the friction term
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Figure 6.10: The neutral stability boundary for a supercritical flow channel with different inlet
or outlet flow restriction (orifices) is shown in the NP-SUB-NP-PCH plane.

become larger.
For comparison, the HPLWR has a heated length of LH = 4.2 m. It is also interesting to
note that the US reference design of a SCWR has an heated length of LH = 4.7 m [79].

6.6.3 Hydraulic Diameter
Furthermore, the effect of the hydraulic diameter, DH , of the coolant channel on the
margins for instability is analyzed. Figure 6.12 shows the neutral stability boundary for
various hydraulic diameters from DH = 0.002 m to DH = 0.01 m. The corresponding
neutral stability boundary with a hydraulic diameter for a fuel assembly of HPLWR is
given in black. Increasing the hydraulic diameter has a destabilizing effect. Again this
can be explained by the impact of the hydraulic diameter on the Euler number (see
Eq(6.5)). Increasing the hydraulic diameter reduces the in-phase pressure loss relatively
more then the out-of phase pressure loss. It has to be noted that a typical fuel assembly
of a supercritical PWR by Vogt et al. [71] and the US reference design of SCWR [45]
have a hydraulic diameter of DH = 0.0047 m and DH = 0.0024 m, respectively.

6.6.4 Flow Direction
The coolant flow scheme of HPLWR, in detail the heat up in three stages, is rather
complicated for a nuclear reactor. Since the coolant flows in both directions, upwards in
the evaporator and the superheater II, and downwards in the superheater I, as moderator
and gap water, it is interesting to know the effect of the gravitational direction on the
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Figure 6.11: Stability map showing the neutral stability boundary for various heated lengths,
LH . For comparison, the HPLWR has a heated length of LH = 4.2 m.

Figure 6.12: The effect of the hydraulic diameter, DH , of the coolant channel on the margins for
instability is shown in the NP-SUB-NP-PCH plane. The neutral stability boundary for hydraulic
diameter of DH = 0.002 m, DH = 0.004 m, DH = 0.005336 m and DH = 0.01 m is given in
blue, green, black and brown, respectively.
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Figure 6.13: The stability plane with the neutral stability boundary was calculated for three
cases: case I (in black) corresponds to a heated channel with upwards flowing coolant, condi-
tions found for the evaporator and the superheater II. Case II (in green) represents a numerical
calculation for comparison. Here, the gravitational term was set to zero (zero-gravity condi-
tions). Case III addresses a channel with fluid flowing downwards. This case represents the
superheater I.

stability. In Figure 6.13 the neutral stability boundary is shown for three identical flow
channels where the gravitational acceleration was set positive (9.81 m s−1), negative (-
9.81 m s−1) and to zero-gravity. Case I (in black) corresponds to a heated channel with
coolant flowing upwards, conditions found for a fuel assembly of the evaporator and the
superheater II. For comparison, case II (in green) represents a calculation where the
gravitational term was set to zero (zero-gravity, space conditions). Case III addresses
a channel with downward flowing fluid. This case represents the coolant flow in a fuel
assembly of superheater I. Even though the hydraulic diameter and the pressure drop
is different for the moderator box and gap, the comparison of parameters resulting for
the sensitivity study of this chapter implies that the neutral stability boundary is very
similar to the blue curve. Thus, the occurrence of unstable DWO in the moderator box
and gap can be excluded since the density change in those devices is small.

6.6.5 Pressure Drop
The effect on stability of different pressure drops of heated channels is shown in Fig-
ure 6.14 in the NP-SUB-NP-PCH plane. The neutral stability boundary is given for a
pressure drop of Δp = 50 kPa, Δp = 150 kPa, Δp = 250 kPa and Δp = 450 kPa in
blue, black, green and brown, respectively. The onset of instability of the lowest shown
pressure drop (Δp = 50 kPa) occurs at slightly lower Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers
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Figure 6.14: The effect of different pressure drops along the heated channel on stability is shown
in the stability map (NP-SUB vs. NP-PCH). The neutral stability boundary is given for a pressure
drop of Δp = 50 kPa, Δp = 150 kPa, Δp = 250 kPa and Δp = 450 kPa in blue, black, green and
brown, respectively. The onset for stability of the lowest shown pressure drop (Δp = 50 kPa)
occurs at slightly lower NP-PCH for nearly the whole range of NP-SUBs.

for nearly the whole range of Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers. The destabilizing effect of
a lower pressure drop is obvious, since it implies a lower mass flow. A lower mass flow
relatively diminishes the stabilizing in-phase pressure drop in the high density region
in comparison to the destabilizing out-of-phase pressure drop of the low density region.
For low Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers this effect vanishes resulting in approximately the
same neutral stability boundary for all pressure drops herein. Pressure drops bigger than
Δp = 150 kPa result in nearly the same stability boundary. In general, for the conditions
of interest for HPLWR, the imposed pressure drop is not a very sensitive parameter for
the onset of instability.

It is instructive to summarize the effect on the stability limits of the listed design and
operation parameter in a table (Table 6.1). Increasing a parameter is symbolized with ↑,
decreasing a parameter is illustrated with ↓. Furthermore, a variation with a stabilizing
effect for a fuel assembly is visualized with ⊕, the opposite case is given by �.

6.7 Approximated State Equation
Different approximations of the state equation of supercritical water used in previous
analyses are shown in terms of specific volume vs. enthalpy in Figure 6.15. A first
approximation was made by Zuber [82]. In analogy to the modeling for a boiling chan-
nel, he proposed an approximated state equation with two regions. Four decades later
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Table 6.1: Effect of design and operation parameters on the stability limit of a typical FA.
parameter variation ↑ variation ↓
inlet pressure loss ⊕ �
exit pressure loss � ⊕
heated length ⊕ �
hydraulic diameter � ⊕
flow direction ⊕ �
imposed pressure drop ⊕ �

a III-region model was used by Zhao [79] (indicated with a green dashed line). The
approximation consists of a region with "heavy fluid" with constant density, a region of
"heavy-light fluid" mixture and finally a light fluid region modeled as an ideal gas as-
sumption. The black curve is the state equation used in this thesis. It consists of a spline
function with sixty pieces fitted to the data of the water steam table (black dots in Fig-
ure 6.15). The effect of using an approximate two-region or three-region state equation
which treated the supercritical fluid like a pseudo two-phase system having linear slopes
can be seen in Figue-6.16. NSB are found which resemble the neutral stability boundary
of two-phase systems. The used approximate (i.e., piecewise linear) equations of state
lead to an overly conservative neutral stability boundary, thus overrestricting operation
conditions.

6.8 Axial Power Distributions
The influence of the axial power distribution on the onset of the neutral stability boundary
is discussed in this subsection. In previous stability calculations, a uniform power profile
was assumed to analyze the underlying basic phenomena. However, in a nuclear reactor
the power will never be uniformly distributed. In general, the power profile varies with
burn-up. Experience from analyses of BWRs show that this has a major impact on
stability. Hence, a stability analysis must take into account power profiles of different
burn-up stages. At the current state of the HPLWR project, there is no axial power
profile for the III-pass-core of HPWLR available. Nevertheless, some basic analysis can
be done by applying standard geometric power shapes. Figure 6.18 shows five normalized
axial power distributions vs. the height of the flow channel. The black line is the
uniform profile. The blue curve is the cosine-shape power distribution often applied
for various preliminary core analyses. In green and red the distribution for a top peak
and bottom peak shape are illustrated. Further, the power distribution resulting from
a coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic analysis of a single pass SCWR-core is shown
in purple [33]. This profile will be called the double peak profile. The resulting neutral
stability boundaries can be seen in Figure 6.18. In black: the boundary for the uniform
power profile. For low Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers a cosine shape has a stabilizing effect.
This agrees with experiences made in stability calculations of boiling flow. The neutral
stability boundary at highest Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers corresponds to a top peak
power profile (green curve). A top peak shape increases the high density region, thus the
integral in-phase pressure loss, of the heated channel in the same way as the low density
region is diminished. Hence, a top-peak has a strong stabilizing impact on a supercritical
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Figure 6.15: Different approximations of the state equation for supercritical water are shown
in terms of specific volume vs. enthalpy. In blue, the two region model proposed by Zuber. A
III-region model is indicated with a green dashed line. The data of the water steam table is
given in black.

Figure 6.16: Resulting neutral stability boundary for different equation of states: II-region
model in in blue; III-region model in green. For the black curve the state equation was derived
out of date of the water seam table.
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Figure 6.17: The normalized axial power distribution vs. the height of active length is shown.
The black line is the uniform heat-up. A cosine-shape power distribution often applied for
various preliminary core analyses (blue curve). In green and red the distribution for a top peak
and bottom peak shape is illustrated. Further, a double peak power distribution is shown in
purple.

flow channel. In contrary, a bottom peak power distribution increases the out-of phase
pressure loss in the upper part of the flow channel leading to neutral stability boundary
at remarkable lower Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers (red curve). The stability boundary
of the double peak profile is situated in the range of the bottom peak profile since the
first peak far more developed. For high Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers, the second peak
has a stronger stabilizing effect on the stability limits in comparison to the effect at lower
Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers (Figure 6.17).



Figure 6.18: Neutral stability boundary for different power profiles: uniform distribution (black
curve), cosine-shape in blue; top, bottom and double peak in green, red, and purple, respectively.



 



7 Non-Linear Dynamics

Nonlinear dynamics of the coolant flow in nuclear reactors is somehow the miscarriage
in the community of nuclear engineers. Nevertheless, during the operation of BWRs nu-
clear engineers were confronted with unexpected instability events in various plants (e.g.
Caorso (1984) and LaSalle (1988)). In both reactors the transition from a stable opera-
tion point to rapidly growing power oscillations were observed. In Spain two BWR plants
have experienced unstable nonlinear oscillations that required operational suppression.
This demonstrates that basic knowledge of nonlinear dynamics is needed. In particular,
the bifurcation branches of the thermal-hydraulic system in a nuclear reactor should be
characterized.

7.1 Limit Cycle

Stability experiments in a nuclear reactor showed that a stable limit cycle can exist even
when the operation point is in the linear unstable region [5]. This effect can only be
explained by nonlinear theory. Call Chapter 6, where it was shown that the coolant flow
in the fuel assemblies become linear unstable when the parameter N (i.e. NP-PCH) is
increased above the critical value Nc, where the neutral stability boundary is passed. In
the linear stable region (Nc>N) a small perturbation is damped until the system returns
to normal operation conditions (left hand side of Figure 7.1; Δp = 150 kPa, Tin = 310 ◦C).
Here, a uniformly heated flow channel under supercritical pressure conditions represented
by the Eqs(2.25), (2.41) and (2.51) is disturbed in its basic state by a small step in power
level. In the linear unstable region (Nc<N) a small amplitude perturbation initially
grows exponentially (right hand side of Figure 7.1; Δp = 150 kPa, Tin = 310 ◦C).
However, when the amplitude increases the oscillation reaches a stable limit of maximum
amplitude. This solution of the non-linear equation system is called limit cycle. Dynamic
non-linear solutions are called attractor. The transition from a linear unstable behavior
to a nonlinear stable limit cycle is shown in Figure 7.2 (Δp = 150 kPa, Tin = 310 ◦C). The
solution is attractive even if the initial oscillation of a perturbation exceeds the maximum
amplitude of the limit cycle. This means, at a certain value Nc for both small and large-
amplitude oscillations the phase plane trajectories (i.e., solution traces) converge to the
same stable limit cycle. In general, the transient can be divided into three regions.
Starting from the steady-state (or basic state), initially a region of exponential growth
in maximum amplitude can be found. Then, the behavior changes and a transition to a
saturated state can be observed. The third region is the non-linear saturated state. This
saturated state can be illustrated in a phase diagram. In Figure 7.3 the phase diagram
is given in terms of mass flux vs. exit enthalpy. A limit cycle can clearly be seen in the
linearly unstable region.
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Figure 7.1: Initially system response (mass flux vs. time) due to a small perturbation of power
level.
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Figure 7.2: Transient of mass flux perturbation until a limit cycle is reached.
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Figure 7.3: Phase diagram: mass flux vs. exit enthalpy. A limit cycle can clearly be seen in the
linearly unstable region.

7.2 Bifurcation

For BWRs the limit cycle amplitude is a function of N and increases as N is growing,
resulting in the Hopf bifurcation diagram 7.4 [40]. For Nc< N the steady-state solution
(X1 = X2 = 0) is stable. Depending on whether non-linear solution exists for Nc< N
or Nc> N a super critical or subcritical bifurcation is found, respectively. The branch
with Nc< N is called the supercritical bifurcation branch. For values (Nc< N) a sub-
critical bifurcation branch can exists (left in Figure 7.4). Separated by the finite value
of an unstable limit cycle, there are two basins of attraction, such that the phase-plane
trajectories either converge to the negative Nc axis, for small-amplitude perturbations,
or diverge exponentially if the perturbation is large enough in amplitude. For a BWR
this is a quite dangerous situation since classical linear methodology like frequency do-
main analysis would indicate a stable operation point. In particular, close to the linear
stability boundary the basin of attraction of the steady-state operation point becomes
significantly small. Here, a small perturbation (e.g. noise or control rod movement) could
result in a growing and undamped system response.
The calculations of the nonlinear-dynamic effects can only be done by paying rather big
computational costs. For comparison: the data for a typically linear stability map pre-
sented in Chapter 6 is computed with COMSOL in approximately one hour; a limit cycle,
which results in a single point of a bifurcation diagram, is computed in three or four days.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to investigate the potential of the non-linear dynamics to
verify the linear stability analysis in frequency domain, since this method only identify
the linear stability limits.
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Figure 7.4: Scheme of bifurcation diagram for two-phase flow, left: subcritical Hopf bifurcation,
right: supercritical Hopf bifurcation.

Not that in the case of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation the limit cycle amplitude initially
increases with increasing N. At a certain second critical value of N, the amplitude of the
limit cycle can become unstable resulting in a new limit cycle with a doubled period [40].
Increasing N further results in more period doubling and a so-called cascade is observed.

7.3 Delayed Bifurcation Diagram for Supercritical
Water

The supercritical branch of the bifurcation diagram is evaluated using the linear stability
boundary as the starting point. As above, a parallel channel boundary condition (pressure
drop = 150 kPa) is assumed and a uniform axial heat flux is applied, so that the operation
is in the unstable region of the linear stability map. Then, the steady-state condition
of the flow channel is perturbed by a small step in heat flux. The resulting limit cycle
includes the information of the maximum and minimum amplitude of the non-linear
stable oscillation. Choosing various power levels, N, the so-called bifurcation diagram for
a heated flow channel with supercritical pressure water can be determined (see Figure 7.5,
where Nc is the power level at neutral stability).
Starting at the point of neutral stability (i.e., the origin) a delayed bifurcation at a certain
distance from Nc can be seen (blue curve). The amplitudes of the limit cycles are small.
This implies that the non-linear system is "stable" even when operating in the region of
linear instability. As the power level is further increased a mixed supercritical bifurcation
is reached whose main attractor has a relatively large limit cycle (in particular: black
curve in Figure 7.5) which increases in amplitude as the power level increases (Figure 7.6).
In detail, a period doubling can be observed.
Interestingly, it can be seen in Figure 7.5 that if the power level is decreased, a new
attractor can be reached (green), having a limit cycle of smaller amplitude than on
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Figure 7.5: Supercritical delayed bifurcation diagram for a flow channel with water at super-
critical pressure conditions.

the main attractor and significant hysteresis is experienced. That is, the onset and
termination of these limit cycles is at different values of N−Nc.
No instability phenomena are expected below the primary bifurcation which is governed
by linear theory. Even though the supercritical bifurcation shows that stable non-linear
limit cycles (with finite maximum amplitude in oscillation) exist close to the neutral
stability boundary, the whole operation range of the HPLWR core components should be
in the linear stable region, since oscillation amplitudes become large.



Figure 7.6: Phase diagram mass flux vs. exit enthalpy. For the upper branch of the delayed
bifurcation diagram a period doubling for the limit cycle can be observed.



8 Multi-Channel Analysis
In the current HPLWR design proposal, nine fuel assemblies are grouped to form one
fuel assembly cluster. At the bottom of each fuel assembly cluster a diffuser is located
distributing the coolant from the lower plenum into the fuel assemblies (Figure 8.1).
This configuration represents an array of parallel flow channels coupled by a common
plenum at the inlet. At the outlet of the fuel assemblies also a common exit plenum is
situated. In order to investigate the various DWO stability characteristics of the HPLWR
fuel assembly cluster, various configurations of parallel identical channel arrays will be
analyzed. The thermal-hydraulic model (Eqs(2.52), (2.53), (2.54), and (2.55)) derived
for the single channel case is expanded:
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ρi = ρi(hi) = 1
vi
, (8.4)

which is a coupled set of equations for each channel i in the parallel array with total
number of channels j (i = 1, 2, 3..., j). The coolant flow is adiabatic in the inlet plenum.
Evidently, the total mass flux, Gtot, of the array is the sum of the mass fluxes of i channels:

Gtot =
j∑
i=1
Gi . (8.5)

The pressure loss, Δpplenum, of the lower plenum can be implemented in the boundary
conditions of the equation system

Δpplenum =
Kplenum

2

j∑
i=1

Gi
vinlet

, (8.6)

where the pressure loss coefficient Kplenum can be chosen conveniently to achieve the
plenums pressure loss Δpplenum.
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Inlet Orifice

Fuel assembly cluster

Figure 8.1: Cut trough a foot piece of one HPLWR fuel assembly cluster and the core support
plate (green). An orifice (red) at the entrance of the diffuser (yellow) determines the total
coolant flow of the fuel assembly cluster.

8.1 Twin-Tube Configuration
An array of two coupled identical flow channels is investigated. This at first glance
rather simple configuration is of great importance for nuclear reactor applications. Under
certain operational parameters fuel assemblies of extended core regions behave as a single
thermal-hydraulic unit. The situation when half of the core oscillates with a 180◦ shift
with respect to the other half is referred to as core-wide out-of-phase oscillation. For the
HPLWR the following out-of-phase oscillation types should be considered:

• core-region-wide out-of-phase oscillation of the evaporator,

• core-region-wide out-of-phase oscillation of the superheater-I and superheater-II,

• a local out-of-phase oscillation of a few fuel assemblies up to one fuel assembly
cluster.

The first type is similar to the core-wide out-of-phase oscillation of BWRs (e.g. [37]). The
understanding of the first and the second type (for completeness called core-region-wide)
necessitates neutronic considerations since the fluctuation in average fluid density of the
oscillating core halves influences the moderation ability (see Chapter 9). The last type
is a neutronically decoupled case analyzed in this chapter.

First, a linear stability analysis is performed, which results in an eigenvalue spectrum
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Figure 8.2: Eigenvalue spectra for a single channel (black) and two coupled channels (blue).

for each channel power. In Figure 8.2 the spectrum of a single channel (black) is com-
pared to the spectrum of two coupled channels, where one channels power is high while
the other channel is at average power level (blue). Both thermal-hydraulic systems op-
erate at their stability threshold (for Kin = 20; inlet temperature Tin = 280 ◦C). The
spectrum of two channels is quite similar to the spectrum of the single channel. For the
case of two coupled channels, one can clearly distinguish the eigenvalue branches of hot
and average power levels. The hottest channel always defines the leading mode.

Next, the thermal-hydraulic model is evaluated in the time domain. Again, a parallel
channel boundary condition (pressure drop Δp = 150 kPa) is assumed. Furthermore, in
both channels a uniform axial heat flux is chosen that corresponds to the stable region of
the linear stability map. Then, the steady-state solution of the channel is perturbed with
a heat flux perturbation. A typical system response, in this case for the exit enthalpy, of
both channels is shown in Figure 8.3. Obviously, for the conditions shown, the induced
oscillations have a 180◦ phase shift (i.e. out-of-phase oscillation).

The neutral stability boundary is calculated for two cases. In the first case, one channel
is at the average power level, which is representative for HPLWR conditions (q′′ = 6.2 ∗
105 W/m2), while the other channels power level was increased until neutral stability is
reached. In the second case, the power level of both channels is identical and increased
until the thermal-hydraulic system reaches the neutral stability boundary.

For the first case (green), it can be seen in Figure 8.4 that the average power channel
has a stabilizing effect on the parallel hot channel. Moreover, there is a mitigating effect
of the common inlet orifice. However, this effect is not as strong as the same in-phase
pressure loss for a single channel. That is, using an inlet orifice with same pressure
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Figure 8.3: System response of exit enthalpy in the linear stable region.

Figure 8.4: Neutral stability boundary for two hydraulically identical coupled channels. Green:
one channel stays at average power level, the other is hot. Blue: both channels are hot. For
comparison, black: single channel without any inlet or exit losses.
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Figure 8.5: Transient of four coupled channels after a small perturbation of power level.

loss for a single channel would result in a Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number of more than
15 at the neutral stability boundary (Figure 6.10). The second case (both channels,
blue) displays a more critical operational condition with respect to thermal-hydraulic
instabilities, because there is little in-phase pressure loss induced by the common inlet
orifice. For comparison, the linear stability limit of a single channel without inlet nor
exit losses is shown in Figure 8.4.

8.2 Non-Linear Dynamics in Parallel Channel Arrays
The time domain system response can be rather complicated in the parameter range
of hysteresis of the delayed supercritical bifurcation (Chapter 7.3). In Figure 8.5 the
transient response of an array of four channels is plotted. The first oscillations are
not harmonic until the system reaches an "asymptotic response", where the magnitude
of oscillation in the hottest channel is still decreasing while the average channels are
increasing in amplitude.

8.3 HPLWR Fuel Assembly Cluster
An array of nine parallel flow channels represents a typical HPLWR fuel assembly cluster.
The system response due to a small perturbation in power level is investigated in the
time domain. In general it can be seen that the channel with the highest power level
also has the largest magnitude of oscillation. In Figure 8.6 the transient is shown in
the linear unstable region in terms of relative exit enthalpy perturbation (in particular
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Figure 8.6: Transient of exit-enthalpy in the linear unstable region for a typical HPLWR fuel
assembly cluster.

Δp = 150 kPa, Tin = 310 ◦C). The highest power channel oscillates out-of-phase to
the other 8 averagely heated channels. The sum of magnitudes of oscillation by the 8
averagely heated channels corresponds to the maximum amplitude of the hot channel.
The neutral stability boundary is calculated for various in-phase pressure losses (i.e.
0 kPa -70 kPa) for various modes of heating: e.g. eight channels at average power level,
which is representative for HPLWR conditions, while the power level of one channel
is increased until neutral stability is reached. Finally, the power level of all channels
is set to identical value and is increased until the thermal-hydraulic system becomes
unstable. Some of the resulting neutral stability boundaries are shown in Figure 8.7 in
the Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number/ Pseudo-Subcooling-Number plane. It can bee seen
that a common inlet orifice before the intermediate lower plenum (diffuser) has almost
no stabilizing effect on arrays of nine parallel channels since the onset of instability is
almost the same as for a single channel without inlet or exit orifices.

8.4 Conclusions of Multi-Channel Analysis
An in-phase pressure loss in a common intermediate lower plenum induced by an inlet
orifice has almost no effect on the onset of density-wave oscillation in arrays of parallel
channels with supercritical water. In order to avoid the discussed instability modes in
the critical heat-up stages of a HPLWR three pass core, additional inlet orifices for every
single fuel assembly are needed. This type of arrangement is similar to the one used in
deployed boiling water nuclear reactors (BWRs).
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Figure 8.7: Neutral stability boundaries of various DWO modes in a typical HPLWR fuel
assembly cluster. Eight channels are at average power level while one channel’s power level was
increased until neutral stability (blue); the contrary case, one channel is at the average power
level while eight channels’ power level is increased (green dots); four channels at average power
level while five channels are hot (red dots).





9 Coupled Thermal-Hydraulic/
Neutronic Analysis

In previous chapters, density wave oscillations were analyzed as thermal-hydraulic flow
instabilities, when the power generation in the fuel is assumed to be constant in time.
However, this is only true for the case where DWOs appear in a single fuel assembly
while all other fuel assemblies stay in steady-state condition.
In a nuclear reactor, power generation occurs via fission of heavy elements - most likely
uranium - into lighter elements of the fuel. Figure 9.1 shows a scheme of the chain
reaction in a thermal reactor. During the fission of U-235, neutrons with high velocity are
released. The probability of absorption of fast neutrons by a uranium atom is rather low.
To maintain the chain reaction, the fast neutrons must be slowed down by the moderator.
Slow (or thermal) neutrons have a high probability of inducing a new fission process. The
fission rate, and therefore the power generation, is directly correlated with the thermal
neutron flux and fission cross-section of the fuel. The neutron flux is correlated to the
moderation ability of the fluid via its density. Thus, if the density of the fluid fluctuates
in a large amount of fuel assemblies due to DWOs, coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic
considerations are necessary. A coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic analysis involves:

• a model of the neutron dynamics, which determines the power generated by the
fuel,

• a model for the fuel dynamics, which takes into account that the probability of
absorption for thermal neutrons correlates with fuel temperature,

• a heat transfer model, which defines the heat flux from the fuel to the fluid,

• a thermal hydraulic model, which characterizes the fluid density distribution due
to changes in heat flux.

9.1 Reactivity Instability Types
Coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic instabilities - also referred to as reactivity insta-
bility - can be divided into two types.
The first type is the so-called in-phase oscillation. For this type of instability, the whole
unstable region of a nuclear core behaves as one unit. Such an unstable behavior can
affect the whole core, where the oscillations are in-phase for all fuel assemblies. During a
core-wide in-phase oscillation, the pressure drop across the core is oscillating and mainly
determined by the loop dynamics. For a boiling water reactor, this would involve the
recirculation pump loop. For the case of interest here, the HPLWR has no recirculation
pump loop. The loop dynamics are given by the flow path through all three heat-up
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Figure 9.1: Scheme of a chain reaction in a nuclear reactor with thermal neutron spectra. During
a fission event in the fuel rod, fast neutrons are released (left hand side). These neutrons are
moderated by collisions with the fluid (center). After moderation, the thermal neutrons can
induce a new fission process (right hand side).

stages and the components of the direct cycle. In particular, the transfer function of all
pipes, turbines, heat exchanger, and so on influences the feed back of the oscillation at
the inlet flow. At the present state of this work, no detailed loop characteristics of the
HPLWR is available. However, the amount of unstable fuel assemblies can be sufficiently
small, so that on the one hand, the total mass flow of the core is approximately deter-
mined by the fuel assemblies in steady-state conditions (Figure 9.2) (a thermal-hydraulic
decoupled situation). On the other hand, the amount of unstable fuel assemblies can be
large enough to require coupled neutronic analysis. This situation can occur if a whole
fuel assembly cluster oscillates as one unstable thermal-hydraulic unit and is subsequently
referred to as in-phase oscillation. The coupling scheme of an in-phase oscillation is given
in Figure 9.3. For the neutron dynamics, a point-kinetic model is applied, providing the
neutron density to the fuel rod model. The fuel rod model determines the average fuel
temperature, which induces a reactivity feedback to the neutronic model. The average
fuel temperature yields the heat flux, which is transfered from the cladding surface to
the fluid in the fuel assemblies. Density changes due to heat flux changes are calculated
by the thermal-hydraulic model. The variation in average density of the fluid leads to a
second reactivity feedback path for the neutronic model.
The second type of reactivity instability is the out-of-phase oscillation. In this type of
DWO, half of one heat-up stage of the HPLWR azimuthally behaves to the other half.
The oscillations in fluid and power generation characteristics have a 180◦ phase shift
(out-of-phase) in each half. To give an example, when the power rises in one half of the
heat-up stage, it is reduced by the same amount in the other half. The average power
remains essentially constant. This situation does not require changes in the total inlet
flow of the whole core, because the two oscillating regions adjust their mass flow to main-
tain equal pressure drop across the core (Figure 9.2). The out-of-phase oscillation can be
modeled by two thermal-hydraulic flow channels with two separate point-kinetic models
and fuel rod models (two sub-models). These two sub-models are coupled by common
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Figure 9.2: Schematic response of the thermal-hydraulic system for two types of reactivity
instabilities in time. The in-phase oscillation is shown on the left hand side. Here, the mass
flux of the unstable fuel assembly cluster oscillates in the linear unstable region (red curve),
while the 51 other fuel assembly clusters stay in steady-state conditions (black line). The out-
of-phase oscillation is shown on the right hand side. Half of one heat-up stage of the HPLWR
core (blue curve) azimuthally behaves with a 180◦ phase shift to the other half (black curve).

inlet and outlet plena. The total mass flow of the core, wt, is given by the sum of mass
flow, wi (i = 1∨̄2), in each core half.

wt = w1 + w2 = constant . (9.1)

If the flow in channel one decreases, the flow increases in channel two by the same amount,
and the total flow remains unchanged. The strength of the thermal-hydraulic coupling is
essentially defined by the pressure drop in the lower plenum of the HPLWR (Δp ≈ 65 kPa
[56]). Beside different boundary conditions, the scheme of the coupled calculation is the
same as the in-phase oscillation given in Figure 9.3.

9.2 Point-Kinetic Model
A simplified model of the reactor dynamics is given by the point-kinetic equations [18].
The name "point-kinetic" is somehow misleading, because the reactor is not treated as a
single point. The idea of this model is that the spatial dependence of the neutron flux,
Φ(r, t), can be described by a single spatial mode, the so-called fundamental mode,Ψ(r).
In this way, a separation ansatz for space and time is applied:

Φ(r, t) = vnn(t)Ψ(r) , (9.2)
Ci(r, t) = Ci(t)Ψ(r) , (9.3)

where vn is the velocity of the neutrons, n(t) is the neutron density, and Ci are the
delayed neutron precursors. The spatial flux shape does not change with time. The time
evolution of the neutron density n(t) can be represented by

dn

dt
= ρreactivity − β

Λgen
n(t) +

6∑
i=1
λiCi(t) (9.4)

dCi
dt

=
βi

Λgen
n(t)− λiCi(t), i = 1, . . . , 6 . (9.5)
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Figure 9.3: Scheme of the coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic calculation. The neutronic
model provides the neutron density to the fuel rod model. The fuel rod model determines
the average fuel temperature, which induces a reactivity feedback to the neutronic model, and
the heat flux which is transfered from the cladding surface to the fluid in the fuel assemblies.
Density changes due to heat flux changes of the fluid are calculated in the thermal-hydraulic
model. The change in average density of the fluid leads to a second reactivity feedback path
for the neutronic model.

This is a set of seven coupled ordinary differential equations, which describes the transient
of neutron population and the decay of the delayed neutron precursors. The reactivity
ρreactivity gives the fraction of new generated neutrons of the whole neutron population
during the mean life time of one neutron generation. It is defined as the deviation of the
multiplication factor, k, from the critical value (k = 1)

ρreactivity = k − 1
k
. (9.6)

The mean neutron generation time, Λgen, is given as

Λgen = l
k
, (9.7)

where l is the life time of the prompt neutrons. Most of the fission neutrons appear
promptly after the fission event. A small fraction β (β ≈ 0.7%) is emitted with appre-
ciable time delay and can be divided into six delayed neutron groups. For each of these
groups, one concentration balance equation is formulated (Eq(9.5)) by the transient of
the concentration Ci, the fraction βi of generated delayed neutrons and the reduction
given by the decay constant λi of respective delayed neutrons. Delayed neutrons which
were generated in former generations are additional source terms in Eq(9.4).

β =
6∑
i=1
βi (9.8)

The parameters of the point-kinetic model are listed in Table-9.1 [59].
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Table 9.1: Parameters of the point-kinetic model [59].
fractions decay constants
β1 0.038 λ1 0.0127 s−1

β2 0.213 λ2 0.0317 s−1

β3 0.188 λ3 0.115 s−1

β4 0.407 λ4 0.311 s−1

β5 0.128 λ5 1.4 s−1

β6 0.026 λ6 3.87 s−1

9.3 Fuel Rod & Heat Transfer Model
The neutron density, n(t), can be directly correlated with the instantaneous volumetric
heat generation in the fuel:

q′′′ = wfΣfn(t)vn , (9.9)
where wf is the energy released per fission, Σf is the macroscopic cross-section of a fission
event and vn is the velocity of the neutron. The temperature in the fuel rod is formulated
as a point model. The average temperature, Tf , of the fuel rod is expressed by the surface
heat flux, q”, of the fuel rod [65]

(cp,fuel ρfuel Vfuel)
∂Tf
∂t

= Vfuelq
′′′ − ASq′′ , (9.10)

where cp,fuel, ρfuel, Vfuel, and AS are the heat capacity, the density, the volume and the
surface area of the fuel, respectively. The surface heat flux yields the heat transfer from
the fuel to the surface of the cladding

q′′ = htransf(Tf − TC) , (9.11)

where TC is the local cladding temperature and htransf is [66]

htransf =
[(
rf + tc
rf

)(
rf

4kf
+

1
hg

+
tc
kc

)]−1

, (9.12)

with rf and tc as the radius of the fuel rod and the thickness of the cladding. Furthermore,
the thermal conductivity of the fuel, gap and cladding is kf , hg and kc. The heat transfer
from the cladding surface to the coolant is given by

q′′ = α(TC − Tbulk) . (9.13)

The heat transfer coefficient from the cladding surface to the bulk flow α is defined by
the Nusselt number Nu, the thermal conductivity λth and the hydraulic diameter DH as

α =
Nuλth

DH
, (9.14)

where the Dittus-Boelter equation for turbulent flow is applied:

Nu = 0.023Re0.8Pr0.33 . (9.15)

The Reynolds number Re and the Prandtl Number Pr are given by Eq(2.5) and Eq(2.8),
respectively. All parameters of the fuel rod and heat transfer model are listed in Table 9.2
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Table 9.2: Parameters of the fuel rod and heat transfer model.
wf 2.81 · 10−11 J/per event Σf 1.08456 m−1

vn 5729.58 m s−1 cp,fuel 0.116 · 103 J kg−1 K−1

ρfuel 10.96 · 103 kg m−3 Vfuel per rod 0.000148 m3

AS per rod 0.1055 m2 rfuel 3.35 · 10−3 m
tc 0.5 · 10−3 m tg 0.15 · 10−3 m
kf 25.9 W m−1 K−1 hg 0.78 W m−1 K−1

kc 21.5 W m−1 K−1

9.4 Reactivity Feedback
In general, reactivity is divided in an external part, ρr,ext, and an internal part, ρr,int. The
external reactivity is determined by the position of the control rods. The internal reac-
tivity depends on the reactivity feedback of the fuel and fluid dynamics. The reactivity,
ρreactivity, is given by

ρreactivity = ρr,ext + ρr,int = ρr,ext + ρr,T + ρr,water , (9.16)

where the internal reactivity is the sum of reactivity of the fuel temperature ρr,T and the
reactivity of the fluid density ρr,water. The reactivity coefficients were determined by a
coupled neutronic/ thermal-hydraulic steady-state analysis of a HPLWR fuel assembly
by Schlagenhaufer [55]:

ρr,T = 2.5848 · 10−9(Tf)2 − 1.93 · 10−5(Tf) + 0.21384 , (9.17)

ρr,water = −7.1 · 10−9(ρ̄)2 + 4.24 · 10−5(ρ̄) + 0.1688 , (9.18)

where Tf is the average fuel rod temperature of Eq(9.10) and ρ̄ is the average coolant
density given by

ρ̄ =
1
LH

∫ LH
0
ρ . (9.19)

With the (local) coolant density ρ and LH is the active length of a fuel assembly.

9.5 Stability Maps for Coupled Thermal-Hydraulic /
Neutronic DWO

Figure 9.4 shows the stability map obtained by the thermal-hydraulic model and the
two coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic models for uniformly heated channels with im-
posed pressure drop at supercritical pressure. The black line is the previously shown
neutral stability boundary (NSB) of the single channel DWO. The NSB of the coupled
thermal-hydraulic / neutronic out-of-phase DWO (brown line) has higher NP-PCHs than
the single channel DWO for high NP-SUBs. For lower NP-SUBs this is inverted. The
crossover is around NP-SUB = 3. The NSB of the coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic
in-phase DWO type is approximately at the same NP-PCHs as the NSB for the out-of-
phase DWO. As before, the left end of the green line indicates the operation point of an
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Figure 9.4: The stability map for different types of DWOs is shown. The black line is the
previously shown neutral stability boundary (NSB) of the single channel DWO. The NSB of
the coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic in-phase and out-of-phase DWOs is plotted in blue
and brown, respectively. The green line is the operations points of the evaporator stage of the
HPLWR.

average evaporator fuel assembly and the right end indicates a hot fuel assembly of the
evaporator. Therefore part of the hot fuel assemblies of the evaporator stage are in the
linear unstable region. Thus, an inlet orifice is needed to assure a stable operation of the
evaporator stage of the HPLWR.





10 Consequences for Design of
HPLWR

At this point, the findings from the different analyses can be employed to fix design
parameters to assure a stable operation of the HPLWR. In Section 6.6 it is shown that
the most effective design change is the installation of orifices at the entrance of otherwise
unstable FA. These orifices are customized for a hot FA.
For the case of boiling water reactors, the operation point of the average heated FA
should correspond to a decay ratio less than 0.5 for the single channel DWO, and a decay
ratio less than 0.25 should correspond to the coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic DWO
(reactivity DWO) [64]. Furthermore, the whole operation range, also including hot FAs,
should be in the linear stable region of the stability map. Note that the decay ratio is
defined in Section 6.2 as:

DR = exp
[
−2π Re(Λ)
|Im(Λ)|

]
, (10.1)

where Im(Λ) and Re(Λ) are the imaginary part and the real part of the leading mode
at given operation parameters. Hence, the decay ratio should be below 1 for the whole
operation range. The stability guidelines of BWRs are extended for the FA of HPLWR
heat-up components (evaporator, superheater I and superheater II).
A typical FA of the HPLWR has a total length of 4.887 m [23] with an active length of
4.2 m (the detailed design parameters are given in Table 11). Since no axial power profile
is available, a uniform heat-up is assumed. The resulting decay ratios (DR) of the linear
stability analysis for fuel assemblies of all three HPLWR heat-up components are listed
in Table 10.1. For the cases shown here (the single channel DWO, the in-phase DWO,
and the out-of-phase DWO), no inlet and outlet orifices are applied. It can be seen that
even without applying orifices, the average and hot FAs of the superheaters fulfill the
stability criterion for all three types of DWO. In contrast, average FAs of the evaporator
have a decay ratio larger than 0.25 at normal operation parameters for the in-phase and
out-of-phase DWO. Furthermore, hot FAs of the evaporator would operate in the linear

Table 10.1: Decay ratios for HPLWR III-pass core heat-up components without orifices.
single channel DWO in-phase DWO out-of-phase DWO

average evaporator 0.034 0.5 0.52
hot evaporator 2.25 1.19 1.18
average superheater I 0.018 0.035 0.039
hot superheater I 0.041 0.061 0.065
average superheater II 0.010 0.022 0.041
hot superheater II 0.013 0.043 0.048
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unstable region. Thus, while the FAs of the superheaters do not need additional inlet
flow restriction, all the FAs of the evaporator stage must have inlet orifices. At that
way, the evaporator has two sets of orifices. Each fuel assembly cluster has an orifice
at the entrance of the diffuser. This orifice adjusts the mass flow so that the coolant
of clusters at different positions in the evaporator approximately reaches the same exit
temperature. However, in Section 8.4 it is profen that cluster orifices have no stabilizing
effect. Therefore, a second set of orifices is installed, resulting in a single orifice at the
entrance of each FA in the evaporator.
Now, the stability analysis is done for different inlet loss coefficients, while an exit loss
coefficient of 2.5 is assumed. In particular, the orifice coefficient of this single orifice
is increased stepwisely until the whole operation range of the evaporator is in the linear
stable region, and further, until the normal operation point has a decay ratio less than 0.5
for the thermal-hydraulic DWO and less than 0.25 for the reactivity DWOs. Figure 10.1
shows the operation range of the evaporator (green line) in the stability map. With a
loss coefficient of 15 for the single inlet orifice, the curves of neutral stability boundary
for the in-phase (red) and out-of-phase DWO (blue) are at higher Pseudo-Phase-Change-
Numbers than a hot FA of the evaporator. The same fact is valid for the curve of decay
ratio 0.5 for the single channel DWO (black).
The pressure loss due to an orifice at the inlet of the evaporator FAs is given by [70]

Δp = K
ρinu

2
in

2
, (10.2)

where ρin is the density of the coolant for Tin = 310 ◦C (25 MPa). uin is the inlet velocity
of the coolant andK is a geometry dependent pressure loss coefficient. For a square-edged
orifice, the orifice loss coefficient is given by

K =
4
5

[(
D1

D2

)4
− 1
]
, (10.3)

while D1 and D2 are the diameter of the flow channel and the reduced diameter by the
orifice, respectively. The HPLWR fuel assembly has a cross flow area of 1826 mm2. Thus,
a square-edged inlet orifice should have a reduction of the cross-section area to 408 mm2.
The inlet orifices for FAs of the evaporator are illustrated in Figure 10.2 [22].
It has to be emphasized that for the dimensioning of the orifices, a uniform power profile
is assumed. Once realistic power profiles for different burn-up stages of HPLWR are
available, the methods presented here can be repeated. In particular for a power distri-
bution similar to a bottom-peak shape, larger inlet loss coefficients might be necessary.
Nevertheless, the fabrication of orifices with such loss coefficients is still possible, and a
stable operation of the HPLWR can be assured.
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Figure 10.1: Neutral stability boundary is shown for the in-phase (red) and the out-of-phase
DWO (blue), while an inlet loss coefficient ofKin = 15 and an outlet loss coefficient ofKout = 2.5
is applied. The curve of decay ratio 0.5 is given for the single channel DWO. The whole operation
range of the evaporator (green line) is in the linear stable region.
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Figure 10.2: Footpiece of FA cluster with inlet orifices.



11 Conclusions and
Recommendation for Future
Work

In this thesis for the first time a stability analysis for the High Performance Light Water
Reactor (HPLWR) has been presented. This analysis is based on analytical considera-
tions and numerical results, which were computed with a code developed by the author.

Within a HPLWR core, the working fluid experiences a drastic change in thermal and
transport properties such as density, dynamic viscosity, specific heat and thermal conduc-
tivity as the supercritical water is heated from 280 ◦C to 500 ◦C. Even though water at
supercritical pressure conditions is a single phase fluid, the density change substantially
exceeds that in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). Due to these density changes, BWRs
are - under certain operation parameters - susceptible to various thermal-hydraulic flow
instabilities. For safe operation, flow instabilities have to be avoided. Even though at
the present state of this thesis experimental data has not been obtained yet, theoretical
considerations and experience from BWRs operation during five decades suggest that
investigation of flow instabilities in the HPLWR are an inevitable necessity.
Compared to deployed BWRs or proposed alternative light water reactor concepts with
supercritical pressure conditions (e.g. [71], [16], [45], [10]), the HPLWR provides many
new design features which have a strong impact on the stability limits. This thesis is the
very first work on stability analysis of the three-pass-core concept.

As a very first step, the core components have been classified with respect to the relevant
flow instability phenomena. Modeling approaches successfully used for BWR stability
analysis have been extended to supercritical pressure operation conditions. In particular,
a one-dimensional equation set representing the coolant flow of HPLWR fuel assemblies
has been implemented into the commercial software COMSOL. COMSOL provides an
environment for modeling and solving the thermal-hydraulic equation set. A mayor
advantage is that the same software platform can be used to perform steady-state, time-
dependent, and modal analyses.

Steady-state analysis shows, that Ledinegg instabilities, flow maldistribution, and pres-
sure drop oscillation do not occur at normal operation conditions of the HPLWR.

Stable and unstable operation regions of a nuclear reactor are indicated in stability maps.
For BWRs these stability maps are spanned by two characteristic numbers, which com-
monly are the Phase-Change-Number NPCH and the Subcooling-Number NSUB [36]. In
this thesis, new characteristic numbers for stability maps have been derived for fluids
at supercritical pressure conditions. For subcritical pressures, the new non-dimensional
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numbers reduce to the original NPCH and NSUB of phase change systems.

Density Wave Oscillations (DWO) are shown to be the most important instability phe-
nomena in a HPLWR. Thus, the analysis of the time-dependent characteristic of the
coolant flow becomes necessary. For BWRs, density wave oscillations are classified into
two types. Both types of DWOs have been investigated at supercritical pressure condi-
tions. The first type are the single channel DWOs, where the parallel channel boundary
condition is applied. The second type are the reactivity DWOs, which involve core neu-
tronic considerations. In order to determine the onset of instability for the single channel
DWOs, the thermal-hydraulic model is linearized about its steady-state and solved in the
frequency domain for the eigenvalues. The numerical approach used in this thesis, pro-
vides a method in which for the first time in the field of nuclear reactor stability analysis
the resulting eigenvalues are almost independent of the nodal solution.
The obtained numerical data is presented in new stability maps. The most limiting pair
of conjugated complex eigenvalues yield the neutral stability curve (NSB), separating lin-
ear stable from linear unstable operation regions for HPLWR. The sensitivity on various
design and operation parameters of NSB is investigated. Results are summarized in a
table. Thus, the effect on stability caused by future design changes of the HPLWR can be
estimated. In particular, the influence of inlet and outlet orifices, active length, hydraulic
diameter, flow direction and pressure drop on NSB are investigated. In accordance with
the experience made for two-phase flow, the most effective design parameter to assure a
stable operation is the implementation of orifices at the entrance of the fuel assemblies.
Furthermore, it has been shown that employing an approximated state equation with
linear slopes, which was done in previous works by other authors, leads to overly conser-
vative results.

In general, stability investigations for a nuclear reactor include the analysis of the vari-
ous power profiles, which results from different burn-up stages of the core. These power
profiles are obtained by coupled thermal-hydraulic/ neutronic calculations with expense
numerical effort. At the current state of the HPLWR project, there are no axial power
profiles available. The effect of standard axial power profiles on the stability boundary
is analyzed. The results are in qualitative agreement with calculations of boiling flow.
As soon as power profiles are obtained in a future stage of the HPLWR project, the
qualitative analysis presented in this thesis can be quantified.

The full non-linear thermal-hydraulic model is solved in the time domain. A delayed
supercritical bifurcation is found. A subcritical secondary bifurcation emerges from the
primary branch with a limit point at a bifurcation parameter higher than the bifurcation
point of the primary bifurcation. The subcritical secondary bifurcation is associated with
hysteresis effects. No instability phenomena are expected below the primary bifurcation
which is governed by linear theory.Even though the supercritical bifurcation shows that
stable non-linear limit cycles (with finite maximum amplitude in oscillation) exist close
to the neutral stability boundary, the whole operation range of the HPLWR core compo-
nents should be in the linear stable region, since oscillation amplitudes become large.

In a HPLWR core, nine fuel assemblies form one functional unit: the fuel assembly
cluster. On the bottom of each cluster, a foot piece guides the coolant flow from the
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lower plenum to the fuel assemblies. Each cluster can be viewed as an array of nine cou-
pled parallel flow channels, where the foot piece is a common intermediate inlet plenum.
In former HPLWR design proposals, there was a common inlet orifice at the entrance of
the foot piece. By extending the thermal-hydraulic model to an array of nine flow chan-
nels, it is shown that a common inlet orifice has almost no effect on the onset of density
wave oscillations. In order to avoid these instability modes, a design change is proposed,
which foresees inlet orifices for each single fuel assembly of the evaporator. This type of
arrangement is similar to that used in boiling water nuclear reactors.

Furthermore, the thermal-hydraulic model is coupled with a point-kinetic neutronic
model via a heat transfer model. Two types of reactivity DWOs are identified: a core-
region-wide out-of-phase DWO and an in-phase DWO. For both types, the neutral stabil-
ity boundaries are determined and compared with the neutral stability boundary obtained
for the single channel DWOs. It is found that the threshold of instability is approximately
at the same values of Pseudo-Phase-Change-Numbers for all three types of DWOs. In
particular, while for large Pseudo-Subcooling-Numbers the single channel DWOs are the
limiting phenomena, for small Subcooling-Numbers the in-phase DWOs are the most lim-
iting phenomena. In this thesis it is shown that the thermal-hydraulic COMSOL model
can be coupled by a neutronic model to analyze the so-called first mode. In future sta-
bility analyses, the point-kinetic approach realized in this thesis should be extended by
more sophisticated neutronic models.

It is shown in Chapter 10 that, while no inlet orifices are required for the fuel assem-
blies of the superheaters, the fuel assemblies of the evaporator must have individual inlet
orifices at the entrance of each fuel assembly (to avoid DWOs). To design these inlet
orifices, the stability criteria for BWRs are applied to for the HPLWR. A loss coefficient
of 15 assures a stable operation of the evaporator.

The results of this thesis lead to design consequences for the HPLWR but they are also of
general validity for all light water reactor concepts with supercritical pressure conditions
like the PWR-SC [71], the US-SCWR [45] and pressure tube reactor concepts like the
CANDU-SC [16].





Nomenclature

Roman Characters
AS m2 surface area of fuel rod
Ax−s m2 flow cross-section of fuel assembly
cp,fluid J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity of the fluid
cp,fuel J kg−1 K−1 specific heat of fuel
cp,pc J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity at pseudo-critical conditions
Ci neutrons per m3 delayed neutron precursor
da mass term of PDE (COMSOL)
D m diameter
DR decay ratio
DH m hydraulic diameter
e J kg−1 total energy
f friction factor
F source term of PDE (COMSOL)
g m s−2 gravity acceleration
geff m s−2 effective component of gravity acceleration
G kg m−2 s−1 mass flux of fluid
G Neumann boundary conditions (COMSOL)
Gtot kg m−2 s−1 total mass flux of core
h J kg−1 enthalpy of fluid
hA J kg−1 enthalpy of water at 350◦C and 25 MPa
hB J kg−1 enthalpy of water at 404◦C and 25 MPa
hf J kg−1 enthalpy of saturated liquid
hfg J kg−1 latent heat
hg J kg−1 enthalpy of saturated steam
hin J kg−1 enthalpy at the inlet of fuel assembly
hLH J kg−1 enthalpy at the exit of the heated length
hPC J kg−1 enthalpy at pseudo-critical conditions
htransf W m−2 K−1 heat transmission coefficient (fuel to fluid)
hλ J kg−1 reference enthalpy
k multiplication factor
kc W K−1 m−1 thermal conductivity of the cladding
kf W K−1 m−1 thermal conductivity of the fuel
K pressure loss coefficient
Kin inlet pressure loss coefficient
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Kout outlet pressure loss coefficient
Kexit exit pressure loss coefficient
l s life time of prompt neutrons
L m channel length
LH m heated length
n neutrons per m3 neutron density
n normal vector on Ω
p N m−2 system pressure
pC N m−2 pressure at thermodynamic critical point
pd N m−2 dynamic pressure
pex N m−2 exit pressure
pG N m−2 pressure of gas in accumulator
pin N m−2 inlet pressure
Pf m wetted perimeter
PH m heated perimeter
q′ W m−1 linear heat rate
q′′ W m−2 heat flux
q̄′′ W m−2 uniform heat flux
q′′′ W m−3 volumetric heat generation rate
rf m radius of the fuel pellet
R J K−1 mol−1 ideal gas constant
R Dirichlet boundary condition (COMSOL)
t s time
tc m thickness of the cladding (fuel rod)
T ◦C temperature of coolant flow
Tbulk

◦C bulk temperature
TC

◦C temperature at thermodynamic critical point
Tf

◦C average temperature of the fuel
TPC

◦C pseudo-critical temperature
u m s−1 velocity of fluid
uin m s−1 velocity of fluid at the inlet of fuel assembly
uLH m s−1 velocity of fluid at the exit of the heated length
us m s−1 speed of sound in fluid
v m3 kg−1 specific volume of fluid
vA m3 kg−1 specific volume of water at 350◦C and 25 MPa
vB m3 kg−1 specific volume of water at 404◦C and 25 MPa
vf m3 kg−1 specific volume of saturated liquid
vg m3 kg−1 specific volume of saturated gas
vinlet m3 kg−1 specific volume at the channel inlet
vLH m3 kg−1 specific volume at the exit of the heated length
vn m s−1 neutron velocity
vPC m3 kg−1 specific volume at pseudo-critical conditions
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VG m3 volume of gas in pressure holder
Vfuel m3 volume of the fuel
w kg s−1 flow rate
wf J per event energy released per fission event
X quality
Xexit quality at the exit of the heated channel

Greek Characters
α W K−1 m−2 heat transfer coefficient
β delayed neutrons fraction
βPC K−1 linear isobaric thermal expansion coefficient
Δp N m−2 pressure drop
Δppump N m−2 pressure drop of the pump
Δploop N m−2 pressure drop of loop
ε m mean height of roughness
Γ flux function of PDE (COMSOL)
λ m boiling boundary
λi s−1 decay constants of delayed neutrons
λth W m−1 K−1 thermal conductivity
λ̄ relative boiling boundary
Λ eigenvalue
ΛIm imaginary part of eigenvalue
Λgen s mean neutron generation time
ΛRe real part of eigenvalue
μ Pa s dynamic viscosity
μL Lagrangian multiplyier (COMSOL)
ν m2 s−1 kinematic viscosity
ρ kg m−3 density
ρf kg m−3 density of saturated liquid
ρfuel kg m−3 density of fuel
ρg kg m−3 density of saturated steam
ρreactivity reactivity
ρr,ext external reactivity (control rod)
ρr,int internal reactivity (control rod)
ρr,T reactivity fuel temperature
ρr,water reactivity fluid
ω s−1 angular frequency
Ω numerical subdomain (COMSOL)
Ωρ s−1 characteristic frequency of fluid expansion
Ω̄ρ s−1 channel averaged frequency of fluid expansion
Φ m−2 s−1 neutron flux
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Ψ vector of flow vairables
Ψ̃ eigenfunction
Σf m−1 macroscopic cross-section of fission event
τw kg m−1 s−2 wall shear stress
ζ variable in numerical domain (COMSOL)

Characteristic Numbers
Fr Eq(2.7) Froude number
M Eq(2.4) Mach number
NPCH Eq(3.3) Phase-Change-Number
NP-PCH Eq(3.21) Pseudo-Phase-Change-Number
NP-SUB Eq(3.22) Pseudo-Subcooling-Number
NSUB Eq(3.4) Subcooling-Number
Pr Eq(2.8) Prandtl number
Re Eq(2.5) Reynolds number
Λ Eq(3.2) Euler number



Abbreviations
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
CANDU CANada Deuterium-Uranium nuclear reactor
CANDU-SC CANDU Super Critical water reactor
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DNB Departure of Nuclear Boiling
DWO Density Wave Oscillation
EPR European Pressurized water Reactor
FA Fuel Assembly
FEM Finite Element Method
FFPP Fossil Fired Power Plant
GFR Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor
GIF Generation IV International Forum
HPLWR High Performance Light Water Reactor
LFR Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor
LWR Light Water Reactor
MSR Molten Salt Reactor
NSB Neutral Stability Boundary
PDE Partial Differential Equation
PDO Pressure Drop Oscillation
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
PWR-SC Pressurized Water Reactor - Super Critical
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SCWR Supercritical Water Reactor
SFR Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor
SWR SiedeWasserReaktor
VHTR Very High Temperature Reactor
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Table .1: Design and geometry data of the HPLWR.
system pressure 25 MPa
thermal power 2400 MW
electrical power 1000 MW
net efficiency 45 %
specific core power 57.9 W m−3

height RPV 14.3 m
inner diameter RPV 4.47 m
amount of fuel assemblies in core 1404
fuel assemblies per fuel assembly cluster 9
fuel assemblies cluster per heat up stage 52
total length fuel assembly 4.851 m
total length fuel rod 4.710 m
active length 4.2 m
edge length fuel assembly cluster (outer) 0.2476 m
edge length fuel assembly (inner) 0.06752 m
edge length moderator box (outer) 0.02688 m
amount of fuel rods per fuel assembly 40
hydraulic diameter 0.005336 m
diameter of fuel pellet 0.0069 m
outer diameter fuel rod 0.008 m
pitch to diameter 1.18
average fluid temperature at the inlet of RPV 280 ◦C
average fluid temperature at the outlet of RPV 500 ◦C
maximum peak temperature in core 620-630 ◦C
mass flow in core 1160 kg/s
mass flow in downcomer 870 kg/s
mass flow of moderator 193.3 kg/s
mass flow of gap water 96.6 kg/s
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